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Chapter One 

1.1 Introduction: 

A recent research by the British council, Barbara (2005) says English has official or special 

status at least in seventy-five countries with a total population of over two billion. English is 

spoken as a native language by around 375 million and as a second language by around 375 

million speakers in the world. Speakers of English as a second language will soon out number 

those who speak it as a first language. Around 750 million people are believed to speak 

English as a foreign language. 

Writing is one of the most important aspects in human life. Nunan (1991) suggests that 

writing has evolved in societies as a result of cultural changes creating communicative needs 

which cannot be readily met by the spoken language. He speculates that with the emergence 

of cultures based on agriculture rather than hunting and gathering, therefore, a need 

developed for permanent records which could be referred to over and over again. This was 

the initial stimulus for the emergence of a new form of writing.  

The study of human language has existed throughout history. English language has been 

given much attention. For example English instruction in the Palestinian curriculum begins in 

the first basic class. It is a compulsory subject, it is also allotted three 45 minute periods a 

week in the time table of the first up to the fourth grade, and four 45 minute periods a week 

the 5th to 10th
 grade. Moreover English is allotted five 45 minute period a week in the time 

table of the 11th
 and 12th

 grade 

1.1.1 The role of writing: 

It is undoubtedly a suspicious decision to determine when writing was first used by humans 

as a means of communication and self- expression. It is widely believed that the early humans 

drawings were the seeds out of which writing developed. In the last few decades the teaching 

of writing foreign language pedagogy has undergone important changes. The focus on oral 

skills was the major interest to this pedagogy. However, writing and speaking are inextricably 

linked to each other, in fact, as interdependent and strongly combined as tails of a coin, 

writing is not less, if not more important than speaking. 
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 Fromkin and Rodman (1983) state that writing is more advantageous than spoken language, 

as the former is permanent and the latter transient, therefore, writing freed us from the 

limitations of both time and place. 

Hyland (1990) pointed out that it is crucial to understand the relationship between oral and 

written language in order to develop an effective pedagogy for teaching. 

Many language researchers, Grabe, and Kroll (1990) and Mc Kay (1984) have directed more 

attention to the different issues involved in the teaching and learning of writing. In the last 

few years, an increasing number of Journal articles have been appearing on the topic of 

writing.  

Halliday (1977), points out that the uses of written language in the modern world are: 

primarily for action, such as: social contact, personal correspondence, and public signs, on 

roads, maps, television, manuals, monitors and printouts. Written language is also primarily 

for information as newspapers, current affairs magazine, none fiction books, and public notes. 

In addition written language is primarily for entertainment as, comic script, poetry, drama, 

and films. 

1.1.2 Importance of Writing: 

Chastain (1977) emphasized the important role of composition writing among students and 

considered it as a highly productive skill. According to Chastain “it helps to solidify the 

student’s grasp of vocabulary and structure and complements the other language skills.” The 

teacher uses the written exercises to evaluate students’ progress in concept acquisition as well 

as in writing ability. Rice (1985) reported that educators view writing as a tool for learning in 

all subjects. According to Lado (1977) to write is to put down the graphic symbols that 

represent a language one understands, so that others can read these graphic symbols if they 

know the language and graphic representation. 

Wilber (2001) points out that we live in an extraordinary time: all of the world’s cultures, 

past and present, are to some degree available to us, either in historical records or as living 

entities. This has never happened before in the history of the planet earth. It seems hard to 

imagine, but for some million years up to our present life, a person was born into a culture 

that knew nothing about any other. Today every thing differs, human knowledge, wisdom, 
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and technology are available to all. This is due to the fact that English is the most widely used 

language. It is considered as one of the most important languages in the world as Francis 

(1979) claims. 

Nunan (1991) explains that the writing process is often divided into a series of stages that 

describe what the writer does during his writing. 

1.1.3 Methods of teaching writing:  

Writing as a subject of study has been passing through many stages since the appearance of 

the first piece of written language. Thus, the earliest western grammarians were interested in 

the preservation and interpretation of the text of the classical Greek writers. They tended to 

focus on written language and to ignore the difference between speech and writing. Although 

the spoken language was not completely rejected by traditional grammarians, it was often 

considered as an imperfect copy of written language Sweet (1999). 

The above mentioned interest in writing remained so until Structuralists’ (1940s–1950s), and 

transformationists’ (1960s), views of written language came to dominate and prevailed. 

Actually, structuralists and later transformationists considered the written form of language to 

be secondary compared to speech. They tended to advocate and adhere to the principle of 

primacy of speech over writing. Being so the written language was considered to be derived 

from speech. Sound was the medium in which language was “embodied” and that written 

language resulted mainly from the transference of speech to writing to support the reviews. 

They tended to state that every known language existed first as a spoken one. In addition to 

the fact that there are thousands of languages which have never been committed to writing, 

they tended to say also that a child acquires a command of the spoken language before he or 

she learns to read or write Brown (1977). 

The primacy of speech over writing, in view of structuralists and transformationists is clear to 

a large extent in their contrastive studies related to the teaching of foreign language which 

were manifested in three versions; namely, the Contrastive Analysis Hypotheses, Error 

Analysis, and Interlingua Studies. 

 The communicative approach come to emphasize the importance of communication. 

According to Brumfit (1984) communication is a process. When we communicate, we use 
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language to accomplish some function, such as arguing, persuading, or promising. Moreover 

we carry out these functions within a social context. A writer will choose a particular way to 

express his argument not only based upon his intent and his level of emotion, but also on 

whom he is addressing and what his relationship with that person is. It is insufficient for 

students to simply have knowledge of target language forms, meaning, and functions. 

Students must be able to apply this knowledge in negotiating meaning. It is through the 

interaction between reader and writer that meaning becomes clear.  

1.1.4 Problems of writing: 

Many researches studied the problems of teaching writing and attributed the difficulties in 

learners’ writings to various factors such as: the interference between the rhetoric of the 

learner’s mother tongue and that of the target language (Kharma, 1985: Al-Sharah, 1988: 

Sa’adeddin, 1989) or limited exposure to the authentic materials of the foreign language, and 

shrinkage of time for writing classes and insufficient practice of writing. (Magablah, 1992) 

Bright and MC Gregor (1977) point out that teachers who report from all over the world talk 

about first secondary pupils who cannot put three words together, cannot write the simplest 

sentence. 

Nunan (1991) explained that one of the problems in teaching writing is to maintain a fair 

balance between content and form and this balance depends on the teaching situation and 

opinion. 

Current theory regarding the instruction of writing views the composition as the final product 

of a writing process that begins before the first word is written Davis (1976).  

The students’ ability in writing is measured through compositions they write. In fact from the 

first moment students are asked to write they begin to flounder. Moreover, composition 

writing for 9th
 grade students is usually a grueling task; their English written composition 

sounds unfamiliar to native speakers. (Al-Sharah, 1988). Teachers correcting in the General 

certificate exam noticed that students suffer from weakness in composition writing, according 

to them student’s weaknesses started since they are asked to write composition and it is 

doubled in the higher classes (9th 10th 11th 12th
 grade) despite the fact that they begin writing 
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from an early stage. The weakness in composition writing among EFL learners is clearly 

noticed in the general exam certificate. 

Abu Shihab (1986) stated that one of the difficulties students face in writing is due to the 

absence of writing an outline of ideas before writing the product. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem: 

Since writing is a tool for learning any subject, English composition writing is one of the 

materials that reflect what students learn in English. Teachers give much attention for this 

subject. In spite of this fact, composition writing is a very hard task for most of the students. 

Their skills in writing is not developed by the time and their weaknesses remains as it is. 

Teachers also face difficulty in improving the student’s English compositions. This study 

aims to investigate the English composition skills owned by 9th
 grade students in Bethlehem 

governorate, UNRWA and public schools. 

Teachers are also involved in the weaknesses of the composition writing among 9th
 grade 

students. Students are transferred from one stage to another, encountering the same 

difficulties in writing at each. The lack of knowledge concerning the writing skills owned by 

the students may also contribute to the students’ weaknesses. Teachers must know the 

composition writing skills acquired by students. Consequently teachers will be able to have 

feedback about these skills, and then establish a remedial plan for students who lack the 

required skills. 

1.3 Questions of the Study: 

The study aimed to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade students in 

Bethlehem Governorate schools? 

2. Are there any statistical significant differences at (α = .05) in the means of 9th
 grade 

students to the English composition skills related to 

1. Gender. 

2. Supervising authority. 
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3. Free reading variable. 

4. Interaction between the previous variables. 

1.4 Hypotheses of the Study: 

The following null hypotheses were derived from question 2.  

1. There are no statistical significant differences at the point of α = 0.05 in the 

means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to gender.  

2. There are no statistical significant differences at the point of α = 0.05 in the 

means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to supervising 

authority. 

3. There are no statistical significant differences at the point of α = 0.05 in the 

means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to free reading. 

4. There are no statistical significant differences at the point of α = 0.05 in the 

means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to interaction between 

study variables. 

1.5 Objectives of the Study: 

The study aims to investigate the composition writing skills among 9th
 grade students in 

Bethlehem schools. The study also aims to detect the effect of number of variables (gender, 

free reading, and supervising authority) on the range of the acquired composition writing 

skills among 9th
 grade students in Bethlehem schools. In addition to the previous objectives, 

this study aims to design a form that can be utilized as criteria in correcting composition 

writing skills. 

1.6 Significance of the Study: 

The importance of this study stems from the fact that English composition writing is 

important to students in cultural, intellectual and academic terms. Writing always 

accompanies students and reflects what conceptual understanding they gain. (Lado, 1977).  
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1. This study is one of the new studies addressing this subject. According to the 

researcher’s knowledge there are few studies in this field.(Al-Mosa, 1974: Adra, 

2005) 

2. The study reflects factual description about the actual composition skills 

among 9th
 grade students in Bethlehem governorate, UN and private schools. The 

results of the study are an indicator to improve the weaknesses in the student’s 

composition writing.   

3. The study allows for additional studies based on the results achieved by the 

researcher. 

1.7 Limitations of the Study: 

This study is limited to 9th
 grade students in Bethlehem governorate, public, UNRWA and 

private schools enrolled in the second semester of the 2004/2005 academic year.  

1.8 Assumptions: 

2  This study is based on the following assumptions: 

1. Composition writing is important in evaluating student’s ability to write. 

2. The topic used is appropriate for this research. 

3. The sample involved in the study is representative. 

4. Student’s composition represents their real ability. 

5. Correction system is appropriate.  
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Chapter Two 

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction:  

This chapter reviews relevant studies in composition writing, this chapter is divided into five 

sections. The first section presents the writing as a process. The second section focuses on 

writing as a product. The third section presents methods and techniques of writing. The fourth 

section focuses on problems of writing. The fifth section investigates suggested activities of 

writing. It should be noted that there is a limited number of available studies in composition 

writing.  

The last two decades have witnessed an increasing interest and a growing body of research: 

Kaplan (1966), Manke (1986), Head (1977), Alawneh (1985), in the EFL learner’s problem 

of writing at the sentence, paragraph and at the content level. In perspective of the EFL 

researches, error free writing has no longer been necessarily graded as good writing although 

it is highly demanded by the teacher and warmly appreciated by the students. Until recently, 

investigating writing problems on the sentence level has been the main concern of the 

research projects conducted. A new trend of research had emerged since Kaplan’s (1966) 

seminal paper in which he calls for further studies to explore the effect of cultural thought 

patterns in intercultural education. Kaplan did not attribute problems in English as a foreign 

language to something psychological, rather than rhetorical. He referred them to the 

incapability of the EFL learners to cope with two different rhetorical patterns simultaneously. 

Every language has its own rhetorical. Rhetorical is not universal, but varies from one culture 

to another. Therefore having the ability to write effectively in the native language does not 

necessarily mean that the student can write adequate essay in second language. Two different 

groups of researchers prominently appeared as a result. Empirical studies in different 

countries all over the world, for example: (Jordan, Japan, China, Iran, Spain, Palestine, etc.) 

have explored the extent to which one culture. Logic and rhetoric influence one’s writing in 

the second language. Thereafter, the problematic spots at the intersentential levels have 

attracted most of the researcher’s efforts. Coherence, cohesion, unity, and clarity have been 

highlighted as rhetorical features that good writing should be associated with. Hence, mastery 
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of the grammatical competence is not sufficiently enough for the language learner to be an 

effective writer.  

2.2 Writing as a Process:  

The process approach to composition writing studies has come to replace the older traditional 

product that focused on correctness. Writing as a process is divided into several stages, the 

prewriting stage, oral language, class discussion and pre-composition activities. Head (1977) 

considered prewriting activities to be of immense value because they fostered discovery, the 

fundamental element of the: prewriting stage; furthermore, prewriting activities encouraged 

effective writing because they prompted originality, creativity, and personal awareness. Head 

(1977) also considered prewriting activities to be of immense value because they could 

restore an interest in writing. 

2.2.1 The Prewriting Stage: 

The prewriting stage has been defined differently by the authors of various books and 

articles. However, Head (1977) concludes that most of definitions emphasized the importance 

of discovering something meaningful to write about and the importance of putting that 

something into logical order. 

Hannan (1977) defines prewriting as anything that helpes to prepare the student for writing. 

Lado (1977) stated that the task of pre writing activities for students to learn to write in a 

foreign language varies according to what the student knows about his native language 

writing. Being sufficiently prepared involves knowing the symbols that will represent the 

utterances he has in mind and how to put them down. 

Manke (1986) defined prewriting in broader terms as: writer's actions from the origin of an 

idea to the completion of the first draft. Manke (1986) viewed the writing process as a series 

of choices that writers make. Manke recommended that teachers allow individual writers to 

choose the prewriting strategy that was more suitable for the individual writers needs. 

Smelstor (1980) adds that prewriting activities may reduce the planning time (time used in 

planning to write), that students use during composing time. Thus provide more time for 

actual writing. If students had more time for actual writing during the composing process, the 
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quantity of writing might be increased. Matsuhashi (1981) agrees with Smelsor and reported 

that planning time accounted for a significant proportion of the total composition time. 

Hillerich (1979) and Graves (1977) regarded the prewriting stage as an essential part of the 

writing process, and considered prewriting activities necessary to the process. He described 

one of the most difficult stages in the writing process as getting started or actually writing 

something on a blank sheet of paper. Prewriting activities can help students through this 

difficult "getting started" stage. Because, prewriting activities provide students with an 

opportunity to get started before the pen touches the paper. Hillerich (1979) pointed out that 

children need to be encouraged in certain activities during the prewriting phase of the writing 

process. 

Graves (1977) considered that prewriting activities essential because students need to 

rehearse before they write. According to Graves (1977) rehearsal activities (or prewriting 

activities) occurred before writing; furthermore, activities could be considered rehearsal for 

writing if students understood they could write; after their participation in these activities. 

Penniman (1985) studied the effect of teaching prewriting strategies and concluded that 

prewriting activities had a positive effect on the quality of writing. He investigated the effect 

of instruction in heuristic (discovery) processes. Penniman (1985) found these procedures 

enabled students to become chore effective in producing ideas and enabled students to 

employ more deliberate searching, planning, and reformulation strategies. Penniman (1985) 

concluded that the composing process became a more self- directed activity. 

Comer (1986) conducted 'a quasi- experimental study and found that prewriting did not 

significantly affect the functional writing skills of high school students. 

Head (1977) found that an emphasis on the prewriting stage produced several positive results. 

He pointed that students became more aware of language, wrote essays that were more; 

descriptive, detailed and specific; furthermore, students had a more positive view of English. 

Cummings (1981) studied the effect of a process approach to writing instruction. He found 

that the writing ability of college students was enhanced by participation in structured, 

sequential prewriting and rewriting activities. These activities included: journal writing, 

individual and group prewriting sessions, student- teacher prewriting conferences, and 
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student- teacher revision conferences. Cummings (1981) found that students used the 

prewriting strategies in their post- test essays. 

2.2.2 Oral Language: 

Several researchers (Stallard, l977: Carrol, 1981: Reid, 1983: and Collins, 1983) believe that 

writing is an extension of oral language. They suggested that oral language activities 

facilitated the writing process. 

Collins (1983) considers writing and speaking to be closely integrates and recommends that 

they should not be isolated for separate study. Collins (1983) thought that the simultaneous 

teaching of writing and speaking could benefit the writer because the writer would develop 

personal expression in writing and speaking and the writer would have immediate feedback. 

Carroll (1981) points that talking helps student to practice the attributes of written language. 

He pointes out that talking enables students to (re) discover the creativeness of 

language to verbally reconstruct their reality, to practice with expansion, imitation, and 

meaning all attributes of writing. 

Reid (1983) believes that talking in the writing classroom would improve writing and 

recommended that writing instruction include talking the neglected part of the writing 

process. Reid (1983) cited three reasons for the use of talking in the writing classroom: First, 

talking is natural and students were confident in their use of oral language; second, talking 

encourages the exploration of words; and third, talking encourages a comfortable atmosphere 

where writers are willing to take risks and share their writing. 

Research study by Mayo (1976) found that talking can have a positive effect on the quality of 

writing. Mayo suggested that a prewriting discussion could improve students' attitudes 

toward writing. 

Barry (1984) found that a prewriting discussion could stimulate invention and relieve anxiety 

for twelfth grade writers as they proceeded through the stages of' the composing process. 
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2.2.3 Class Discussion: 

Class discussion is one of the prewriting activities. It is a brief prewriting discussion, in 

which students discuss the subjects they wish to write about before starting writing. McNulty 

(1981) and Mayo (1976) found that prewriting discussions did not significantly affect writing 

quality. McNulty (1981) studied three motivational approaches to writing; one of these 

approaches focused on teacher-student verbal interaction. McNulty found that teacher-student 

verbal interaction did not significantly affect the quality of student compositions 

Mayo (1976) found that a brief prewriting discussion affects neither the writing quality nor 

quantity of tenth grade students; however, Mayo (1976) found that the assignment questions 

significantly affected the quality of written compositions and concluded that divergent 

assignment questions produced significantly better written compositions than convergent 

assignment questions. 

Roubicek (1984) compared two different prewriting activities at the fifth grade level: 

structured discussion and story dramatization produced better quality student compositions 

than structured discussion. 

2.2.4 Pair Discussion: 

Pair discussion is also one of the prewriting activities. Myers (1980) investigated the 

effectiveness of pair discussion as a prewriting activity for college students and found this 

prewriting activity had positive effects on attitudes toward writing and also had positive 

effects on the quality of writing.  

Cartwright (1979) found that students participated in a combination of cooperative and 

individual activities as they composed and wrote. The cooperative activities included the 

following inter actions: peers, teachers, aides, text-books, and reference books. 

In a small informal study, Brown (1977) concluded that interaction among students, in the 

form of moderate talk about the composition throughout the writing activity, was 

motivational. 

Nunn (1984) investigated peer interaction during collaborative writing at the fourth and fifth 

grade level and found that oral language was important for maintaining interpersonal 
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relationships, problem solving, exploration of language and ideas, and examination of ideas. 

Nunn (1984) added that boys and girls differed in their choice of a writing topic. 

2.2.5 Pre-Composition Activities: 

Alawneh (1985) pointed out that the secondary school curriculum guide section on controlled 

writing in Jordan deals with the work to be done by all students. Helpful hints are given 

regarding the way in which free composition can be approached through pre-composition 

activities involving the systematic modification of different types of model sentences. Little 

or nothing is said about how students can be motivated to write, what they like to write about, 

or how they can be given credit for expressing interesting ideas. 

According to Graves (1978) opportunities for writing are limited, especially for the older 

students. Usually, writing is limited to a single writing assignment each week. Graves 

compared the amount of time devoted to writing at the various grade levels and reported that 

most writing was done at the primary levels. Furthermore, the amount of writing declined 

with each successive grade level. 

Al-Sharah (1988) stated that writing is a thinking process that involves more than grammar 

and vocabulary. The task of any writer is to produce and present the target readers well 

organized material, appropriate for communicating the intended message. Therefore, writing 

must be effective, graceful and precise enough to satisfy and persuade the audience. 

Graves (1978) found a curriculum emphasis on reading instruction and reported that while 

two hours were spent teaching reading, only five minutes were spent for giving writing 

instruction 

2.3 Writing as a Product: 

2.3.1 Writing Quantity and Quality: 

Writing quantity is a broad term that can refer to either the number of compositions or the 

length of a specific composition. Since this study defined writing quantity as the number of 

words per composition, the most relevant research studies were those that defined writing 

quantity in similar terms. 

Bodkin (1978) found that the writing quantity of third and sixth grades was influenced by 
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differences in socioeconomic status. Bodkin (1978) reported that blue collar students wrote 

significantly longer compositions than students from middle class communities. 

Chapman (1986) found that writing quality was significantly related to grade level and 

writing apprehension and concluded that students in eleventh grades wrote better than 

students in grades eight and four, and students with low apprehension wrote better than 

students with high writing apprehension. 

Allen (1986) studied the composing process of high performance eleventh grade writers and 

found that these writers were never responsive to teachers who emphasized the writing 

process furthermore, these writers composed multiple drafts. 

Scifres (1986) found that first grade students who wrote more frequently had significantly 

better holistic scores than their counterparts who wrote less frequently. Scifres (1986) also 

reported that the writer who wrote more frequently had significantly better spelling and 

vocabulary. 

2.3.2 Students’ composition: 

Al-Sharah (1988) found that most secondary school graduates have not acquired a sufficient 

command of English. They may know a great deal about English grammar and be able to 

translate from English to Arabic with the aid of a dictionary, but their practical ability to 

write is insufficient. Al-Sharah (1988) studied the discourse problems in the writing of 

English majors at Yarmouk University and found that students of English were not able to 

properly apply the discoursal qualities in their compositions. Magableh (1992) studied the 

student-teachers’ rhetorical problems in their writing and found that they did not properly 

involve the rhetorical qualities in their writing. Hamdan (1991) analyzed an extensive sample 

of English composition writing by Yarmouk University students. Their findings revealed that 

most of the text in question suffered from coherence problems. Kharma (1985) explained that 

the sample of EFL texts he analyzed showed discoursal deficiencies. Al-Mosa (1974), 

analyzed the grammatical errors committed in one hundred compositions, written for the 

General Preparatory Certificate Examination, held by the Ministry of Education in Jordan. He 

identified the following grammatical errors: verbs, auxiliary, 3rd
 person singular marker, 

subject verb agreement, main verb form, tense, prepositions, pronouns and adjectives. 
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Mukattash (1977) conducted a study to examine all the common errors in composition scripts 

of a sample of fifty first year students. The result of the analysis was in the use of verbs, 

tense, usage, form and copula omission. 

Alawneh (1985) pointed out that secondary school graduates may have enough knowledge 

about grammar but they lack the capability to speak and write reasonably. As a result, 

universities and post secondary institutes found out that they were still in need of more 

English. Moreover, they were incapable of using acceptable English whether in the spoken or 

the written mode. Alawneh based his findings on his research along with his personal 

experiences as a teacher, supervisor and a director of education in Jordan. 

Abu Shanab (1978) conducted a study in error analysis on a 20% sample of total population 

of 60 trainees in four ARAMCO training centers. After inspection, the errors were found to 

be in the use of: relative clauses, verb production and distribution, articles, prepositions, 

subject verb agreement, noun form and inflection pronouns. 

Hillerich (1979) reported that the emphasis on punctuation and grammar encourages writers 

to use short simple sentences. These sentences could be punctuated correctly. Furthermore 

the emphasis on spelling prompted writers to use common words because these words could 

be spelled correctly. 

Alawneh (1985) came to the conclusion that the poor level of' English in students' written 

work is mainly due to the classroom methodology. This is because textbooks are based on 

structure whereas the communicative aspect to language is completely ignored. Teachers 

mostly devote all the time in the classroom to grammar. This situation leads to focus on 

syntactic structure of sentences which eventually makes it difficult for students to express 

themselves effectively. 

2.4  Methods and techniques of teaching writing: 

Methods and techniques of teaching are one of the factors that can be attributed to the 

problem of composition writing. Mukattash (1977), Alawneh (1985), stated that methods and 

techniques of learning writing in Arab schools are inadequate because few of the students 

learning English in these schools are able to produce coherent somewhat correct passages. 

Many researchers for example (Mukattash, 1977: Alawneh, 1985: Kharma, 1985) found out 
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that Jordanian students commit a lot of syntactic and lexical errors in the area of writing. 

They also stated that in traditional writing instruction, teachers emphasize the product of 

composition writing over the process of writing. 

Hillerich (1979) considers the traditional methods of teaching writing to be effective and 

concluded that some students learn writing in a distasteful act since their creative efforts are 

ignored while their errors in punctuation and spelling are marked with red pen. 

Graves (1977) surveyed thirty six state universities offering courses for the preparation of 

elementary teachers and found that only two courses were offered in the teaching of writing 

compared to 169 courses in reading, thirty courses in children's literature and twenty one 

courses in language arts. Thus, according to the number of' course offerings, teachers were 

better prepared to teach reading, literature, and language arts and were least prepared to 

teach writing. Graves (1977) concluded that teachers were poorly prepared to teach writing 

and stated that most writing instruction really is not instruction at all. Rather, the teacher 

provides the opportunity for writing through assignments and then responds to the 

mechanical errors contained in the child's writing after it is completed. 

According to Hillerich (l979) teachers evaluated the composition by marking errors in 

spelling, grammar, and punctuation with a red pen. Hillerich (1979) reported that the 

emphasis on spelling compelled writers to use common words because these words could be 

spelled correctly. 

Scifres (1986) discovered that the traditional stress on grammar, punctuation, and spelling 

errors was counter productive. Scifres (1986) found the spelling of first grade children 

improved over time when their spelling errors were not stressed. 

Graves (1977) concluded that traditional writing instruction ignored the process of writing 

and in turn ignored the writer. According to Graves neither prewriting, composing, nor post 

composing activities are emphasized substantially in either teacher or student texts. Nor is 

the learner's capacity for voice development or self-critical capabilities developed. 

Davis (1976) reported that the current thinking regarding instruction in writing views the 

written composition as the final product of a writing process that begins before the first word 

is written on the paper; furthermore, an understanding of the writing process can have a 

profound effect on the methods used to teach and evaluate writing. 
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Humes (1983) suggested that the current emphasis on the writing process (how people write), 

rather than the written product (what people write) occurred because of the dissatisfaction 

with the previous descriptions of good writing products and the need for an operational 

knowledge of writing that included information about the processes that writers used as they 

wrote . 

The learning-teaching process includes three very integrated factors: teachers, students and 

curricula. Though methodology is a fourth factor, it is in common between the previous three 

ones. In fact, it plays an important role in teaching writing. And so, some researchers attribute 

writing problems to what EFL learners encounter in the methodology applied in the 

classroom. Teachers nearly always concentrate on the sentence correctness. It is known that 

error-free writing is highly evaluated, while the other hidden fact of the process, rhetoric, is 

still neglected. Therefore, such methodology can be considered as contribution factor in 

creating poor writers. Inadequate command of English, less exposure to authentic material 

and shortage of time for writing classes are identified as possible causes for writing problems 

at the rhetorical level. 

Carpenter and Hunter (1981) asserted that heterogeneous classes and scarcity of ESL 

(English as a second language) materials concerned with the organization of writing above 

the paragraph level are the most serious difficulties in teaching advanced students in ESL 

classes. These problems can be overcome by providing more individualized instruction for 

advanced-writing students and acquainting them with some English patterns which underlie 

the organization of larger units of discourse. Hence, they stressed the importance of the use of 

discourse signals and the need for integrating functional reading and writing activities. 

Zamel (1982) defined writing as a thought process in which meaning is created. Therefore, 

students need to be taught how to explore topics, develop ideas and discover relationships. 

Moreover, students should have the opportunity to immerse themselves totally in the topic 

they are writing about. Writing instruction almost fails to recognize that learners write more 

qualitatively when they compose about topics that engaged them in. Revision should become 

the main component of this instruction. Students should learn to revise their writing as 

someone else is reading. 
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Scarcella (1984) indicated that native English writers use a wide variety of linguistic devices 

in order to engage the reader's attention and let him identify what they are writing about. The 

study, also, suggests that it is not enough for teachers to develop their student’s linguistic 

knowledge. Discourse and cultural knowledge should be developed as well. Reading, 

television, films, and discussions with native English speakers may provide the students with 

such knowledge. Furthermore, students need to know the cultural norms and expectations of 

their audience. 

2.5 Problems of Writing:  

Problems of composition writing relating to the first language interference 

Language interference is one source of the composition writing problems. Kharma (1985) 

mentioned some rhetorical problems in the essays written by Arab learners. The problems 

were: wrong paragraphing, overuse of "and", disorganized discourse, unnecessary repetition, 

incoherence and wrong reference. 

(Kaplan, 1966: Al-Sharah, 1988: and Kharma, 1985) assert that there are more coordinators 

in the written Arabic discourse than subordinators. However each one has his particular 

interpretations for this rhetorical phenomenon. Kaplan, for example, ascribes the 

phenomenon to the abundance of coordinating devices, whereas Al-Sharah attributes it to the 

consequence of importance underestimation of the distinctions between cause and effect, real 

and unreal, main and supporting sentences. Kharma justifies the excessive use of coordinators 

to the, so called, "wa" – "wa" method of writing, because of Arabic "wa" (and) which is used 

as a sentence connector. "wa"  has actually several other functions in discourse which are 

expressed in various ways in different languages. 

 Doushaq (1986) investigated Arabic and English writing problems of Jordanian at the 

university level. The researcher concluded that the students' weakness in organizing their 

writing can be attributed to negative transfer from Arabic.  

The majority of the students' problems with written English seem to stem from mechanical 

and rhetorical sources. Therefore, Doushaq (1986) recommended that any material for 

developing English writing skills should take into account the following factors:  

1. "Types of students' weaknesses that the students demonstrate in their writing. 
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a. Text organization. 

b. Paragraph unity. 

c. Text cohesion on all levels: sentential and suprasentential. 

d. Development and use of language functions and relevant expressions. 

2. Students have not received enough training in writing for academic purposes in their 

native language, and therefore, positive transfer from L1 into L2 is likely to be very limited. 

3. Logic and rhetoric are not universals. Rhetorical processes vary from one culture to 

another. Hence, contrastive rhetoric can be of great help in teaching academic writing and 

designing material for this purpose. 

Al-Sharah's (1988) investigated the problems of discourse in English major's compositions at 

Yarmouk University. He mentioned that students are not able to apply properly the discoursal 

qualities thesis statement, unity, coherence and completeness. 

Rowe (1991) explored the relationship of composing in Arabic, Chinese and Spanish, on one 

hand and English on the other. He took into account cross linguistically and cross rhetorically 

challenges that L2 second language writers must juggle as they write. He emphasized that L2 

composing processes reflected and differed from the L1 first language composing processes. 

Rhetorical analysis indicated that variant rhetoric may be regarded comparatively, rather than 

contrastively. Therefore, such a comparative approach may improve L2 composition 

pedagogy. 

2.5.1 Problems of writing relating to the cultural differences: 

Rhetoric is the art of using language effectively. So, it includes some factors which should be 

seriously considered when someone would like to produce a well written piece of discourse. 

Rhetoric can be, therefore, illustrated as a series of constraints on the writer that directs him 

in a certain way to organize his thought in a particular manner. The reader, then, can easily 

decode that thought as a result of the rhetoric which is in common with the writer. Each 

language has its own culture that is significantly different from that of any other language and 

constantly affects its particular rhetoric. The problematic area in this context is that an EFL 

learner disregards English rhetoric and writes according to what he thinks is correct. As a 
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result of the inadequate proficiency in the target language, the EFL learner refers to the 

system of writing which he has got used to, i.e. the native language rhetoric. 

Comparing writing systems of various languages with that of English is therefore, necessary 

to tackle such a problem properly. This section includes studies that compare between 

Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Spanish and Korean. 

Atari (1984) is a contrastive study of the stylistic features of Arab and American university 

student- written English. The study indicated that Arab college students tended to include a 

broad statement before the topic sentence is introduced. They also elaborated in one topic 

frame and not the others. This, of course, runs counter to the native reader's expectations. 

Thus, the message intended by the Arab writer is not clearly conveyed to the native English 

reader. 

Conner and McCagg (1983) aimed at checking if cultural differences, as Kaplan (1966) 

suggested, would emerge in an immediate recall paraphrases. The results, they point out, are 

actually so much surprising. They are evident challenge to Kaplan's theory of cultural 

patterns. The researchers clarify that there were no indication that the type of transfer 

observed by Kaplan in free compositions, occurs when non-native English speaker subjects 

reconstruct exemplar of English expository prose. The non-native English appear to be 

constrained by the structure of the original passage. The native English speaking subjects, on 

the other hand, rearrange the original text highlighting some of its significant aspects.  

Kobayashi (1984) investigated the differences between Japanese and American student's use 

of rhetorical patterns in the first language writing and also examined the degree to which the 

Japanese students used these patterns in English. The study pointed out that different patterns 

of writing, specific-to-general and general-to-specific, were used by the subjects. The former 

was used by the Japanese who tended to relate the text to their own experience, while the 

latter was used by the Americans who tended to restate the text information. The findings 

confirmed that when writing in English, cultural preferences for certain rhetorical patterns 

clearly exist and second language learners do use first language rhetorical patterns.  

Koch (1984), as Panos and Ruzic (1983), stated that Arabic negatively affects Arab student's 

English writing as the two languages adopt different organizational styles. Arabs do not use 
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repetition for the sake of repetition, or because they are culturally unable to be concise. It is a 

rhetorical strategy of persuasion to create a presence. 

Onaka (1984) summarized some findings, about paragraph development in some languages, 

similar to those of Kaplan (1966). She pointed out spirality and linearity and dominant in 

some oriental languages, Japanese in this case and English language writings respectively. 

She added that the paragraph in English is developed according to time, space or logic where 

a main idea is developed by several supporting ones. The supporting ideas should be 

connected with cohesive devices to create a coherent text. The relation between the writer 

and the reader should be taken into account, as well. Cause and effect, comparison and 

contrast, definition and analogy are some techniques for developing ideas through writing. 

Kamel (1989) asserted that rhetorical competence in second language writing is attributable 

to a combination of exposure, experience and linguistic proficiency in the target language 

rather than the rhetoric transfer. This, of course, supports Corner and McCogg's (1983) work. 

2.6 Suggested activities to improve composition writing: 

In order to minimize the students' problems in English composition, Kharma (1985) 

recommended that students should use English orally and write at the discourse level. They 

should also connect sentences by means of the discourse markers and take care of the 

organizational features of written discourse including paragraphing, connectors and 

punctuation. 

Prewriting activities are considered essential because they help prepare students for the act of 

writing. Hannan (1977) recommended that teachers prepare students for the act of writing, 

and suggested that teachers use prewriting experiences to motivate students and help students 

to organize and collect data. 

Gregg (1986) agreed with Mohan and Lo (1985) that developmental factors play an important 

role in the acquisition of expository writing skill. But at the same time he pointed out that 

they dismissed traditional conventions of writing in Chinese as a significant source of 

interference in the ESL college students. He confirmed the idea that by increasing our own 

awareness of the students' culture-specific- writing styles, we open new avenues for them to 

experiment with new patterns in a meaningful way. Therefore, providing the non-native 
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students with explicit instruction in the rhetorical norms of the second language is very 

necessary. 

Kharma (1986) asserts that inadequate command of the foreign language is not less 

important, as a major cause of difficulty, than ignorance of the rhetorical principles of the 

same language. EFL learners usually suffer, as he mentions, from a deficiency in the 

following two areas: (1) the ability to write long sentences, including dependent and 

independent clauses, that require various coordinating and subordinating tools, and (2) 

knowledge of the meaning and proper use of linking devices. In the latter area, students are 

not usually sufficiently trained on the usage and use of the lexical items and discourse 

markers. The native language speakers may, on the other hand, employ different devices to 

express the same meaning. 

Kharma (1986) suggests that some practical steps be taken to improve the situation:  

1. Constant and systematic use of reading material to introduce the main 

rhetorical features. 

2. Use of written exercises that involves connecting sentences by means of 

cohesive devices. 

3. Rearranging of scrambled sentences into a proper paragraph. 

4. A non-paragraphed text that can be studied and broken into two or more 

paragraphs. 

5. Concentration should be, then, on the overall structure of the paragraph and 

the whole discourse. 

6. Students need to learn the logic reflected in the rhetoric. 

7. Any piece of writing the students produced should have a purpose and should 

address a particular audience.  

Adnan (1991) did not support Mohan and Lo's (1985) developmental factors theory. The 

results showed that as the students take more writing courses, no improvement in the 

rhetorical qualities of their descriptive papers is evident. They did not write with greater 
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complexity of sentence construction. He recommended that students need more practice in 

developing coherence for the descriptive mode and in using compound sentence construction. 

Shakir (1991) stated that majority of the teacher's comments on the student-written text were 

concerned with weaknesses related to the sentence structure. This can in fact be taken as 

indicator of what usually attracts the teacher’s attention either in writing instruction or in their 

own processing of a topic. Concentration on the intrasentential relationship, also holds little 

promise for the process of teaching coherent writing. However he emphasized that coherence 

is created in a text by the appropriate usage of grammatical structures, the accurate selection 

of lexical items and the functional organization of content.  

Shakir (1991) indicated that most of the teachers’ comments, as to what renders a student-

written topic coherent, or incoherent, focused upon grammatical weaknesses and mechanics 

of writing, Only very few remarks dealt with intersentential aspects. He noticed further 

weaknesses which the teachers were unable to identify in the students’ compositions. Orality 

of the mode of content was one of those problematic spots. Students wrote in a mode that fits 

spoken texts rather written ones. Furthermore they deviated from the intended function of the 

text in question, which violates the commitments the writer is expected to undertake. 

As a result, teachers need to develop an awareness of what renders a text coherent and makes 

it, then communicatively acceptable. A text is created and organized in a way that meets the 

constraints imposed by the writing task. 

In contrast to Kaplan's (1966) viewpoint, Shakir (1991) emphasized that if students are 

trained to write efficiently in their first language, they will be able to transfer such knowledge 

and skills to English texts. Consequently, not only do EFL teachers bear the responsibility of 

developing students' English writing, but Arabic teachers do as well. 

Farghal (1992) agreed with Shakir (1991) as he pointed out that the mainstream EFL teachers 

in the Language Centre in Yarmouk University evaluate L2 learners' writing in terms of the 

number of errors they commit rather than the meaning, or logic they express.  

He recommended that EFL writing classes should aim at accurate usage of the discourse 

markers. This, of course depends on the nature of the relationship between sentences. In 

addition to clause relations, the problem-solution, hypothetical real and general particular can 

be used as patterns for organizing a text. 
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As a result, Farghal stressed the importance of a pre-requisite for well-written composition. It 

is embodied in sufficient exposure of EFL learners to authentic materials displaying various 

discoursal aspects. Moreover as writing is context dependent, learners should use ellipsis, 

substitution, or reference. 

In conclusion, the researcher found this rapid review of related literature of much value to 

this research.  
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Chapter Three 

3.1 Introduction: 

This chapter presents the study’s methodology, population, sample, tools, variables, and test 

correction methods used to achieve statistical accuracy. It also clarifies how the study tools 

are established to be accurate and honest. 

3.2 Population of the study: 

The population of the study consists of all 9th
 grade students in each type of Bethlehem 

governorate school: public, UN and private schools. At the time of the study students were 

enrolled in the second semester of 2004/2005. The following table shows distribution of 

population. 

Table (3.1):Distribution of the population by Type of school and Gender. 

Supervising Authority 

Gender 

Public 

48 schools 

UN 

5 schools 

Private 

15 schools 
Total 

Male 1400 214 257 1871 

Female 1377 280 229 1886 

Total 2777 494 486 3757 

Appendixes (1-3) define the study population. 

The population from which the subject of the study were drawn consisted of (3757) students, 

(1871) males and (1886) females, attending (108) schools: (48) public, (5) UN and (5) private 

schools.  

3.3 Sample of study:  

The sample of the study consisted of (94) male and (94) female students, totaling 5% of the 

study population. The needed number from the whole population was selected stratified 

random cluster sample by numbering slips taking into account male and female from the 

same area, mixing them in three boxes, public, UN and private and then taking out a slip from 

each box. As a result I have five schools, one UN male and female schools in Dehasha 
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refugee camp, one public male and female schools in Beit Fajjar, and one co-education 

private school in Beit Jala. 

Individuals of the sample were randomly selected from class lists. The needed students’ 

number was selected by numbering slips, mixing them in a box and then taking out the 

needed slips from the box. The following table shows sample distribution. 

Table (3.2):Sample Distribution by Type of school and Gender. 

Supervising  Authority 

Gender 
Public UN Private Total 

Male 70 11 13 94 

Female 69 14 11 94 

Total 139 25 24 188 

 

The study sample consisted of (188) students, (94) males and (94) females. Table (3.2) makes 

clear that the biggest sample number (139) students attended public schools, followed by 25 

students from UN schools and finally (24) students were sampled from private schools. 

3.4 Research Design and Instrumentation: 

To achieve the goals of the study the researcher utilized a composition writing format in 

order to investigate the composition writing skills of 9th
 grade students. This format was 

developed according to the writing skills. The format was divided to two sections one related 

to form and the other to content.  

The students were asked to write about one of the following three compositions: Computer is 

useful in our life, smoking is a bad habit, and learning foreign language.  

3.5 Variables of the study: 

The study included three independent variables and one dependent variable. 
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3.5.1 Independent Variables: 

 The independent variables investigated were, gender, supervising  authority, and free 

reading. 

3.5.2  Dependent Variable: 

The dependent variable investigated was Composition writing skills of 9th
 grade students 

3.6 Instrumentation:  

The study tools were developed based on the following: 

1. The researcher selected three writing titles taking into consideration the 

suitability of each title in relationship to the students’ social, cultural and academic 

ability. 

2. After the list of (3) choices, students were instructed to write on (1) 

composition based on their interest and ability. Basic topic sentences were included 

with each title upon which the composition could be built, Appendix (4) gives the (3) 

original composition titles. 

3. Review of the first and second semester 9th
 grade books that contained 

composition subjects. 

4. Review of previous studies in the literature pertaining to composition writing.  

3.6.1 Marking Criteria: 

The researcher developed a list of composition writing skills (14) related to content and (15) 

related to form.  This list was developed based on the composition writing skills taught for 

students. This list was collected from writing books instructions and composition guidance. 

The purpose of the list was mainly to correct the students’ composition writing skills. The 

form was judged by a committee of (5), including university professors, academic 

professionals and school teachers. Appendix (5) gives the draft lists related to form and 

content. 
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3.6.2 Validation of the tools: 

To assure the validity of the composition writing skills ten titles topic sentences, and list of 

skill related  to form and contents were judged by a committee of (5) academic professionals.  

The researcher asked the judging committee the following: 

• Read the (10) titles and choose the best three suitable for composition considering the 

students’ ability and social context. Appendix (6) 

• Read the composition skills listed that are related to form and content and modify 

them. Appendix (7) 

The researcher implemented the (3) composition titles that were selected with the biggest rate 

by the judged committee:  

� “Computer is useful in our life.” received (4) endorsement.  

� “Smoking is a bad habit” received (3) endorsement.  

� “Learning foreign language” received (3) endorsement. 

The (3) compositions titles were given to students and they were asked to select (1).  

Some of the content and form skills were removed while others were modified due to the 

recommendation of the committee, as they were not appropriate for evaluation of the 

students; the removed items from the form were number (2): Writing a relevant title, number 

(4): Using blue pen, number (6): Having overlap letters and number (19): Writing the name, 

date, and course at the top. Accordingly (85.8%) of the form list were approved by the 

committee, the removed skills from content were number (4): Writing clear error for 

sentences, number (6): Using pronouns, number (7): Repetition, number (8): Synonyms 

words and number (13): Using correct abbreviations and number (20): Using parallelism. 

(79%) of the content skills list were approved by the judged committee.   

The researcher modified the skills list based upon the judged committee’s suggestions and 

correct criteria until a list of (15) of form and (14) of content skills were created, appendix (8) 

illustrates the final tools  that have been used to correct the student’s compositions. 

The researcher investigated the tools practically through the following means: 
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1. The researcher had ten sample compositions written by a pilot group evaluated by 

three teachers who have extensive experience in teaching English to 9th
 grade students, 

the three teachers were asked to grade the samples. The researcher then calculated the 

correlations ratio between the (3) sets of the corrected compositions. The following table 

(3.3) demonstrates the analysis correlations. 

Table (3.3): Analysis of correlations between 3 teachers. 

between 1st
 teacher 

and the 2nd
 

between 1st
 teacher 

and the 3rd
 

between 2nd
  teacher 

and the 3rd
 

Total  

0.94 0.90 0.96 0.93 

0.91 0.89 0.92 0.91 

0.96 0.88 0.85 0.90 

0.85 0.92 0.92 0.90 

0.89 0.93 0.94 0.92 

0.92 0.91 0.90 0.91 

0.92 0.85 0.94 0.90 

0.91 0.90 0.92 0.91 

0.93 0.93 0.96 0.94 

0.90 0.91 0.89 0.90 

0.91 0.90 0.92 0.91 

Table (3.3) shows that the correlation ratio is very high (0.91), the correlation between the 1st
 

correction and the 2nd
 is (0.91), between 1st and 3rd

 is (0.9), and between the 2nd and 3rd
 is 

(0.92). 

2. The researcher herself corrected the composition first on the same day as the 

tests were administrated, and then a second time two weeks later. The correlation ratio 

was (0.92) which further indicates the validity of the tools. Reliability of the study 
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related to form, content, and total degree was calculated according to Cronbach α  

formula as in table (3.4). 

Table (3.4): Cronbach  α  formula, related to form, content, and total degree. 

Items Skills α   R 

Form 15 0.91 0.86 

Content 14 0.93 0.90 

Total degree 29 0.94 0.88 

 

3.7 Pilot Study: 

Prior to using the compositional exam in the study, the researcher administrated the exam to a 

pilot sample in order to investigate any difficulties encountered by the students.  

The pilot study aimed to achieve the following: 

1. To see whether the topics were clear for the level of the subjects. 

2. To see whether the given topics can motivate the subjects or not. 

3. To identify any problem such as (time, expressions, clarity and instructions).  

Based on the pilot exam the following modifications were done: 

1. It was discovered that the instruction must be re-written. 

2. Time required for completion needed to be extended from 30 

minutes to 4o minutes. 

3. Two words were not clear to the students and they were 

changed. 

3.8 Procedures: 

1. The researcher obtained two formal letters from the Graduate Studies 

Department of Education in Al-Quds University addressed to the educational 
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office in Bethlehem and the UN to facilitate the researcher mission. Appendix (9) 

illustrates that letter. 

2. After obtaining the educational department approval, three letters were 

addressed to the headmasters of the three schools. Appendixes (10-12) illustrate 

that letters 

3. The instruction was given to the subjects in the native language” Arabic”.  

4. The subjects received the following instructions and explanations: 

� The purpose of this study is to define composition writing skills of the 9th
 

grade students at Bethlehem area. 

� The titles of the compositions were provided. 

� The researcher read the three subjects and subtopics to the subjects. 

� The time of the test was 40 minutes. 

� Students were given two white sheets. Appendix (13) 

3.9 Scoring System: 

After receiving the result of the test, the researcher did the following: 

� Results were scaled according to 3 levels (very good=3, Satisfactory=2, and weak=1) 

see table (3.5) and table (3.6). 

� Data was filled on the correction form related to content and form. 

� Data was entered into a statistical computer program (SPSS). 

Table (3.5): scoring system for skills related to form. 

No. Skills related to form  Composition Scoring 

1.  Writing title in the center of the paper.  

Very good: writing title in the center of the paper 

Satisfactory: title is shifted 

Weak: no title 

2.  
Using formatted paper.  

 

Very good: using given white sheet 

Satisfactory: using printed paper 

Weak: using instruction sheet 
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3.  
Using enough margins. 

  

Very good: two margins 

Satisfactory: one margin 

Weak: no margin 

4.  
Handwriting. 

  

Very good: leaving same space between words 

Satisfactory: the space between words not the same 

Weak: unable to read it 

5.  
Capital letters.  

 

Very good: using capital in the whole subject 

Satisfactory: some times using capital 

Weak: don’t using capital 

6.  Indenting the first line of each paragraph.  

Very good: indenting first line in the whole subject 

Satisfactory: indenting first line in some paragraphs 

Weak: no first line 

7.  
 Punctuation marks. 

 

Very good: punctuation more than 80% of 

composition. 

Satisfactory: punctuation between (50%-70%) of 

composition. 

Weak: no punctuation 

8.  
Avoiding breaking words at the end of 

lines.  

Very good: avoiding breaking more than 80% of 
composition.  

Satisfactory: avoiding breaking between (50%-70%) 
of composition. 

Weak: did not avoid breaking through the 

composition. 

9.  
Formal language.  

 

Very good: using formal language more than 80% of 
composition 

Satisfactory: using formal language between (50%-

70%).  

Weak: did not use formal language. 

10.  
Spelling.  

 

Very good: no spelling mistakes. 

Satisfactory: 4-7 spelling mistakes. 

Weak: more than 7 mistakes. 

11.  
Sentences. 

 

Very good: complete sentence and meaningful more 

than 80% of composition 

Satisfactory: complete between (50%-70%). 

Weak: not complete and not meaningful. 

12.  
Introduction 

 

Very good: writing introductory sentence 

Satisfactory: writing one sentence. 

Weak: no introductory. 

13.  Conclusion. Very good: writing a conclusion 
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 Satisfactory: writing one sentence  

Weak: no conclusion 

14.  
The whole composition is one large 

sentence. 

Very good: using separated sentences  

Satisfactory: incorrect sentence  

Weak: the whole subject is one sentence 

15.  
Using unified paragraph. 

 

Very good: unified paragraph more than 80% of 
composition. 

Satisfactory: unified paragraph between (50%-70%). 

Weak: no unified paragraphs 

 

Table (3.6): scoring system for skills related to content. 

No. Skills related to content Scoring 

1.  
Topic Sentence. 

 

Very good: complete. 

Satisfactory: not complete. 

Weak: no topic. 

2.  
Providing support for the topic. 

 

Very good: providing support more than 80% of 
composition. 

Satisfactory: providing support between (50%-70%) 
of composition. 

Weak: no support. 

3.  
Organizing evidences. 

 

Very good: related evidences. 

Satisfactory: not related evidences. 

Weak: no evidences. 

4.  Transitions and connecting words 

Very good: using transitions more than 80% of 
composition. 

Satisfactory: using transitions between (50%-70%) of 
composition. 

Weak: don’t use transitions. 

5.  
Writing complete sentences 

 

Very good: complete  

Satisfactory: incomplete  

Weak: no sentence. 

6.  
Using correct verb forms 

 

Very good: using correct verb forms more than 80% 
of composition. 

Satisfactory: using correct verb forms between (50%-

70%). 

Weak: wrong verb forms. 

7.  
Subject verb agreement 

 

Very good: correct subject verb agreement more than 

80% of composition. 
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Satisfactory: correct subject verb agreement between 

(50%-70%) of composition. 

Weak: no subject verb agreement. 

8.  
Using correct adverbs, adjectives, and 

prepositions. 

Very good: using correct adverbs more than 80% of 
composition. 

Satisfactory: using correct adverbs between (50%-

70%) of composition. 

Weak: no adverbs 

9.  
Using appropriate words 

 

Very good: correct and suitable words. 

Satisfactory: using related words. 

Weak: not related words. 

10.  
Paragraphs connection 

 

Very good: well connected. 

Satisfactory: weakly connected. 

Weak: no connection. 

11.  Grammatical mistakes. 

Very good: 20% grammatical mistakes. 

Satisfactory: (30%-50%) grammatical mistakes. 

Weak: more than 70% grammatical mistakes. 

12.  
Overuse of and. 

 

Very good: no over use of and. 

Satisfactory: using and 3-5 times in the paragraph. 

Weak: using and more than 5 times 

13.  Reflecting student's point of view 

Very good: clear point of view.  

Satisfactory: weak point of view. 

Weak: no point of view. 

14.  Relative clause. 

Very good: writing relative clause correctly more than 

80% of composition. 

Satisfactory: writing relative clause correctly between 

(50%-70%) of composition. 

Weak: no relative clause. 
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Chapter Four 

Results and discussion 

4.1 Introduction: 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the statistical analysis.  

In this chapter four types of statistical analysis were used. Descriptive analysis, t-test, one 

way analysis of variance, Cronbach α , and Pearson Correlation. 

The researcher based her analysis in correcting the composition writing on the criteria in table 

(3.5) and table (3.6). Skills were numbered according to three levels :( 3.00=very good, 

2.00=satisfactory, and 1.00=weak). Accordingly all the means appears in the analysis tables 

in this chapter are out of 3. The researcher also depends on the following scale to grade the 

skills: (2.40-3.00 very good “2.40 represents 80%”, 1.75- less than 2.40 satisfactory, and less 

than 1.75 weak). 

The results of the study are presented according to the same order of the research questions. 

4.2 Results of the Study: 

4.2.1 Question (1): 

What are the English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade students in Bethlehem 

Governorate schools? 

To answer the first question, percentage, means, and standard deviations of English 

composition writing skills among 9th
 grade students related to both study aspects (form, 

content) and the total degree were presented in table (4.1- 4.8). 
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Table (4.1): means and standard deviations of English composition writing skills among 9th 

grade. 

No Skills Means SD  Degree 

Using formatted paper.  2.29 0.85 Satisfactory 

Avoiding breaking words at the end of lines.  2.23 0.94 Satisfactory 

Handwriting. 2.21 0.733 Satisfactory 

A margin is enough. 1.90 0.96 Satisfactory 

Topic Sentence.  1.85 0.71 Satisfactory 

Writing title in the center of the paper.  1.81 0.86 Satisfactory 

Sentences. 1.69 0.8 Weak 

Introduction 1.61 0.79 Weak 

Writing complete sentences 1.61 0.77 Weak 

Using appropriate words  1.59 0.74 Weak 

Using correct verb forms  1.58 0.73 Weak 

Providing support for the topic. 1.57 0.77 Weak 

The whole composition is one large 

sentence. 1.54 0.74 Weak 

Capital letters. 1.52 0.78 Weak 

Formal language.  1.52 0.76 Weak 

Overuse of and. 1.52 0.88 Weak 

Spelling mistakes.  1.51 0.8 Weak 

Organizing evidences. 1.51 0.73 Weak 

Conclusion. 1.50 0.71 Weak 
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Subject verb agreement  1.50 0.7 Weak 

Transitions and connecting words  1.47 0.69 Weak 

Using correct adverbs, adjectives, and 

prepositions.  1.47 0.71 Weak 

 Punctuation marks. 1.41 0.73 Weak 

Paragraphs connection  1.38 0.62 Weak 

Grammatical mistakes. 1.38 0.77 Weak 

Using unified paragraph. 1.36 0.63 Weak 

Reflecting student's point of view 1.36 0.7 Weak 

Relative clause. 1.35 0.73 Weak 

Indenting the first line of each paragraph.  1.25 0.64 Weak 

 

Table (4.2):Mean of means and standard deviations of English composition writing skills 

among 9th
 grade. 

Aspect Mean SD  Percentage Degree 

Form 1.75 0.64 58% Satisfactory 

Content 1.51 0.56 50% Weak 

Total Degree 1.63 0.52 54% Weak 

Table (4.2) shows that the English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade students are 

weak. The acquired English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade students related to 

content is weak. As shown in table (4.2) the mean of English composition writing skills 

related to form is (1.75). While the mean of English composition writing skills related to 

content is (1.51).  
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Table (4.3): Means and standard deviations of the highest means of English composition 

writing skills among 9th grade students. 

Skills Means SD  Degree 

Using formatted paper 2.29 0.85 satisfactory 

Avoiding breaking word at the end of 

lines 
2.23 0.94 Satisfactory 

Handwriting 2.21 0.73 Satisfactory 

A margin is enough. 1.90 0.96 Satisfactory 

Table (4.3) shows that the highest means of English composition writing skills among 9th
 

grade students were skills related to form. 

Table (4.4):Means and standard deviations to the lowest means of English composition 

writing skills among 9th grade students. 

Skills Means SD  Degree 

Indenting the first line of each paragraph 1.25 0.64 Weak 

Using unified paragraph 1.36 0.63 Weak 

Relative clause 1.35 0.73 Weak 

Reflecting student’s point of view 1.36 0.70 Weak 

Table (4.3) shows that the highest means of English composition writing skills among 9th 

grade students are: using formatted paper, avoiding breaking word at the end of line, 

handwriting and a margin is enough. Table (4.4) shows that the lowest means of English 

composition writing skills among 9th grade students are: intending the first line of each 

paragraph, using unified paragraph, relative clause, and reflecting student’s point of view. 

After analyzing the previous results it is clear that students do not possess the basic 

composition writing skills, meanwhile, the highest means of skills students possess are skills 

related to form. These skills students learn by the time they join the school. Teachers 
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concentrate on the form skills in many subjects, as students may learn them in other classes 

such as Arabic. The students also do not need an extensive effort to learn the form skills. 

Table (4.5):Means and standard deviations to the highest means of English composition 

writing skills related to form among 9th
 grade students. 

Skills Means SD  Degree 

Using formatted paper 2.29 0.85 Satisfactory 

Avoiding breaking word at the end of 

lines 
2.23 0.94 Satisfactory 

Handwriting 2.21 0.73 Satisfactory 

Using enough margins. 1.90 0.96 Satisfactory 

Table (4.5) shows the highest means of English composition writing skills related to form 

among 9th
 grade students. 

Table (4.6): Means and standard deviations to the lowest means of English composition 

writing skills related to form among 9th
 grade students. 

Skills Means SD  Degree 

Indenting the first line of each paragraph 1.25 0.65 Weak 

Using unified paragraph 1.36 0.64 Weak 

Punctuation marks 1.40 0.73 Weak 

Conclusion 1.50 0.72 Weak 

For more detail see appendix (14)  

Table (4.6) shows that the lowest means of English composition writing skills related to form 

among 9th
 grade students are: intending the first line of each paragraph, using unified 

paragraph, punctuation marks, and conclusion.  
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Table (4.6) emphasizes the fact that most of student do not write conclusion which is one of 

the major area in composition writing.  

Table (4.7): Means and standard deviations to the highest means of English composition 

writing skills related to content among 9th
 grade students. 

Skills Means SD  Degree 

Topic sentences 1.85 0.71 Satisfactory 

Writing complete sentences 1.62 0.77 Weak 

Using appropriate word 1.59 0.74 Weak 

Using correct verb form 1.58 0.73 Weak 

Table (4.7) indicates that the highest means of English composition writing skills related to 

content among 9th
 grade students are: topic sentences, writing complete sentences, using 

appropriate word, and using correct verb form.  

Table (4.8): Means and standard deviations to the lowest means of English composition 

writing skills related to content among 9th
 grade students. 

Skills Means SD  Degree 

Relative clause 1.35 0.73 Weak 

Reflecting student’s point of view 1.36 0.70 Weak 

Grammatical mistakes 1.38 0.77 Weak 

Paragraph connection 1.38 0.6 Weak 

For more detail see appendix (15) 

Table (4.8) shows that the lowest means of English composition writing skills related to 

content among 9th
 grade students are: relative clause, reflecting student’s point of view, 

grammatical mistakes, and paragraph connection.  
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4.2.2 Question (2): 

Are there any significant differences (α = .05) in the means of 9th
 grade students English 

composition skills related to gender, supervising authority, free reading, and due to 

interaction between the study variables? 

This question is converted into the following null hypotheses: 

4.2.2.1 Hypotheses (1):  

There are no significant differences at (α = .05) in the means of the 9th
 grade students’ 

composition writing skills due to gender variable. 

Table (4.9): Results of t-test for the differences in the degree of English composition writing 

skills among 9th
 grade students, due to gender. 

Aspect Gender Freq Means SD  Df T Sig 

M 94 1.68 0.54 185 -1.76 
Form 

F 94 1.82 0.55 185 -1.76 
0.937 

M 94 1.45 0.56 185 -0.815 
Content 

F 94 1.55 0.56 185 -0.815 
0.707 

M 94 1.57 0.50 185 -1.54 
Total 

F 94 1.67 0.53 185 -1.54 
0.822 

Table (4.9) shows that there are no significant differences in the means of the 9th
 grade 

students’ composition writing skills due to gender variable. 

4.2.2.2 Hypotheses (2):  

There are no significant differences at (α = .05) in the means of the 9th
 grade students’ 

composition writing skills due to supervising authority variable. 
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Table (4.10):Means, standard deviation of differences of English composition writing skills 

among 9th
 grade students, in the total degree due to supervising authority. 

Aspect 
Supervising 

authority 
Freq Means SD  

Public 139 1.52 0.36 

Private 24 2.64 0.37 

UN 25 2.23 0.40 

F
o
rm

 

Total 188 1.75 0.55 

Public 139 1.27 0.31 

Private 24 2.64 0.44 

UN 25 1.78 0.30 

C
o
n
ten

t 

Total 188 1.5 0.56 

Public 139 1.4 0.28 

Private 24 2.67 0.39 

UN 25 2.02 0.31 
T

o
tal D

eg
ree 

Total 188 1.63 0.52 

Table (4.10) shows that the highest means of composition writing skills due to supervising 

authority is in private schools, followed by UN schools and then public schools. 

One way analysis of variances and Sheffe test was used to show if there is any significant 

differences of English composition writing skills among 9th grade students, in the total 

degree due to supervising authority. 
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Table (4.11):One way analysis of variances of differences of English composition writing 

skills among 9th
 grade students, in the total degree due to supervising authority. 

Aspect Variances resources Sum of 

squares 

Df Mean 

square 

F Sig 

Between group 30.07 2 15.03 

Within group 23.26 186 .134 Form 

Total 53.33 188  

112.40 0.00 

Between group 39.11 2 19.55 

Within group 19.99 186 0.11 Content 

Total 59.09 188  

177.04 0.00 

Between group 32.12 2 16.06 

Within group 15.82 186 0.09 

T
o
tal D

eg
ree 

Total 47.94 188  

174.60 0.00 

Table (4.11) shows that There are significant differences at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 

grade students’ composition writing skills due to supervising authority variable. 

Table (4.12):Scheffe test, mean differences and significant between different supervising 

authority. 

Variable relation Mean differences Sig 

Public      Private -1.26* 0.00 

Public       UN -0.62* 0.00 

UN            Pivate -0.63* 0.00 

* The mean difference is significant at the α = 0.05  

Table (4.12) shows that there are significant differences at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 

grade students’ composition writing skills due to supervising authority variable. The 
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difference is in favor of private authority, there is also significant difference at α = 0.05 in 

the means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills in favor of UN schools.  

4.2.2.3 Hypotheses (3): 

There are no significant differences at (α = .05) in the means of the 9th
 grade students’ 

composition writing skills due to free reading. 

Table (4.13):Means, standard deviation of differences of English composition writing skills 

among 9th
 grade students, in the total degree due to free reading. 

Aspect Free reading Freq Means SD  

Don’t read 156 1.65 0.48 

1-4 books 24 2.32 0.52 

More than 4 

books 
8 2.58 0.43 

F
o
rm

 

Total 188 1.75 0.55 

Don’t read 156 1.4 0.48 

1-4 books 24 2.11 0.63 

More than 4 

books 
8 2.16 0.63 

C
o
n
ten

t 

Total 188 1.51 0.56 

Don’t read 156 1.53 0.44 

1-4 books 24 2.20 0.56 

More than 4 

books 
8 2.38 0.46 

Total Degree 

Total 188 1.62 0.52 
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Table (4.13) shows that the highest means of composition writing skills due to free reading 

was in favor of  students who read more than four books in the semester, followed by 

students who read (1-4) books in the semester finally students who don’t read. 

One way analysis of variance and Sheffe test was used to show if there is any significant 

differences of English composition writing skills among 9th grade students, in the total 

degree due to free reading. 

Table (4.14): One way analysis of variance of differences of English composition writing 

skills among 9th
 grade students, in the total degree due to free reading. 

Aspect Variances 

resources 

Sum of 

squares 

Df Mean square F Sig 

Between group 11.27 2 5.63 

Within group 42.06 186 0.242 Form 

Total 53.33 188  

23.31 0.00 

Between group 11.68 2 5.84 

Within group 47.41 186 0.26 Content 

Total 59.09 188  

22.29 0.00 

Between group 10.76 2 5.38 

Within group 37.18 186 0.216 
Total 

Degree 

Total 47.94 188  

24.89 0.00 

Table (4.14) shows that There are significant differences at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 

9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to free reading variable. 
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Table (4.15): Scheffe test, mean differences and significant between different free reading. 

Variable relation Mean differences Sig 

Don’t read      1-4 books -0. 67* 0.000 

Don’t read      more than 4 books -0.85* 0.002 

1-4 books        more than 4 books -0.17 0.781 

* The mean difference is significant at the  α  = 0.05  

Table (4.15) shows that there are significant differences at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 

grade students’ composition writing skills due to free reading variable. The difference is in 

favor of students who read more than 4 books, there is also significant difference at α  = 

0.05 in the means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills in favor of students 

who read (1-4) books among students who don’t read. 

4.2.2.4 Hypotheses (4): 

There are no significant differences at (α  = 0.05) in the means of the 9th
 grade students’ 

composition writing skills due to interaction between study variables. 

1. Interaction between gender and supervising authority. 

2. Interaction between gender and free reading. 

3. Interaction between free reading and supervising authority. 

4. Interaction between gender, supervising authority and free reading. 

The analysis of variances was used as shown in tables ((4.16)-(4.22))  
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Table (4.16): Means, standard deviation of English composition writing skills among 9th
 

grade students, in the total degree due to interaction between gender and supervising 

authority. 

Gender 
Supervising 

authority 
Means SD  

Public 1.22 0.28 

Private 2.08 0.30 

UN 1.99 0.11 
Male 

Total 1.40 0.44 

Public 1.29 0.31 

Private 2.01 0.31 

UN 1.74 0.41 
Female 

Total 1.49 0.44 

Table (4.16) shows that the means of English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade 

students is in favor of male in private schools, followed by female in private school followed 

by male in UN school. 

The analysis of variance is used to calculate the effect of interaction between gender and 

supervising authority. 

Table (4.17):The analysis of variance of English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade 

students, in the total degree due to interaction between gender and supervising authority. 

Source 
Type III sum 

of squares 
Df Mean square F Sig 

Gender 0.26 1 7.51 2.35 0.127 

Supervising 15.02 2 0.26 68.28 0.00 
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authority 

Gender X 

Supervising 

authority 

0.84 2 0.42 3.84 0.024 

Error 18.59 183 0.11   

Total 389.94 188    

Table (4.17) indicates that there is significant effect at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 

grade students’ composition writing skills due to interaction between gender and supervising 

authority. 

The results show that this effect is in favor of male and female in private schools. 

Table (4.18): Means, standard deviation of English composition writing skills among 9th
 

grade students, in the total degree due to interaction between gender and free reading. 

Gender Free reading Means SD  

Don’t read 1.3 0.39 

1-4 books 2.12 0.23 

More than 4 books 2.39 0.12 
Male 

Total 1.40 0.44 

Don’t read 1.40 0.44 

1-4 books 1.52 0.36 

More than 4 books 2.06 0.41 
Female 

Total 1.44 0.44 

Table (4.18) shows that the means of English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade 

students was in favor of male who read more than four books in private schools, followed by 

females who read more than four books in private schools.  
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The analysis of variance is used to calculate the effect of interaction between gender and free 

reading. 

Table (4.19): The analysis of variance of English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade 

students, in the total degree due to interaction between gender and free reading. 

Source 
Type III sum 

of squares 
Df Mean square F Sig 

Gender 0.45 1 0.45 2.78 0.127 

Free reading 5.70 2 2.85 17.73 0.00 

Gender X 

free reading 
2.14 2 1.07 6.66 0.002 

Error 27.17 183 0.16   

Total 389.94 188    

Table (4.19) indicates that there is significant effect at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 

grade students’ composition writing skills due to interaction between gender and free reading. 

The results show that this effect is in favor of male and female who read more than four 

books in the semester. 

Table (4.20): Means, standard deviation of English composition writing skills among 9th
 

grade students, in the total degree due to interaction between supervising authority and free 

reading. 

Supervising 

authority 
Free reading Means SD  

Don’t read 1.39 0.29 

1-4 books 1.47 0.22 

Public 

More than 4 books ---- ---- 
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Total 1.39 0.28 

Don’t read 2.59 0.49 

1-4 books 2.70 0.27 

More than 4 books 2.93 0.38 
Private 

Total 2.66 0.39 

Don’t read 2.00 0.27 

1-4 books 2.00 0.36 

More than 4 books 2.38 0.35 
UN 

Total 2.00 0.30 

Table (4.20) shows that the means of English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade 

students is in favor of private schools who read more than four books, followed by private 

schools who read (1-4) books.  

The analysis of variance is used to calculate the effect of interaction between supervising 

authority and free reading. 

Table (4.21): The analysis of variance of English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade 

students, in the total degree due to interaction between supervising authority and free reading. 

Source 
Type III sum 

of squares 
Df Mean square F Sig 

Supervising 

authority 
11.104 2 5.55 59.60 0.00 

Free reading 0.223 2 0.111 1.195 0.30 

Supervising 

authority X 

free reading 

0.038 3 .013 0.137 0.938 
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Error 15.55 181 0.093   

Total 512.30 188    

 

Table (4.21) indicates that there isn’t significant effect at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 

grade students’ composition writing skills due to interaction between supervising authority 

and free reading. 

Table (4.22): The analysis of variance of English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade 

students, in the total degree due to interaction between gender, free reading and supervising 

authority. 

Source 
Type III sum of 

squares 
Df 

Mean 

square 
F Sig 

Gender X 

Supervising 

authority X free 

reading 

2.14 2 1.07 6.66 0.262 

Error 27.17 183 0.16   

Total 389.94 188    

Table (4.22) indicates that there isn’t significant effect at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 

grade students’ composition writing skills due to interaction between gender, supervising 

authority and free reading. 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

5.1 Introduction: 

In this chapter the researcher highlighted the results and discussed them. The results are 

discussed in the same order of presentation of research questions and hypotheses. This 

chapter also presents recommendations derived from the results of the study. 

5.2 Discussion: 

5.2.1 Question (1): 

What are the English composition writing skills among 9th
 grade students in Bethlehem 

Governorate schools? 

The finding of this question shows that the mean score of English composition writing skills 

among 9th grade students in Bethlehem Governorate schools was (1.63), which means that 

there is a weakness in the student writing skills. Student’s weakness can be attributed to the 

fact that, teachers concentrate on grammar. Students rarely write one subject during the 

semester. Students were asked to write their composition at home, accordingly their writing is 

not supervised by the teachers and didn’t reflect the students real ability in writing. 

In this study it is clear that student’s composition written text lack coherence. The researcher 

believes that the curricula  concentrate on reading and listening, also this weakness can be 

due to the fact that student are not trained and directed enough in writing. The findings of this 

study agree with Al-Sharah (1988) who studied the problems of writing of English majors 

and found that students were not able to properly apply discoursal qualities in their 

compositions. This study also agrees with Magableh (1992) who found that students do not 

properly involve the rhetorical qualities in writing. Doushaq and Hamdan (1991) found that 

most of composition written text suffers from coherence problems. 

One of the student’s major weaknesses appeared in subject verb agreement and relative 

clause. The researcher attributed this to the fact that Arabic grammar differs than English. 

The results shown in table (4.4) agree with Abu-Shanab (1987) who found that student’s 

major weaknesses in writing were in relative clause. On the other hand the finding of the 
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study agree with Abu-Shanab finding related to subject verb agreement as this skill was also 

one of the major weaknesses according to Abu-Shanab study.  

The finding of this study showed that students tend to use short sentences. The researcher 

attributed this to the fact that student’s inability in writing forces them to use short sentences. 

This study also agrees with Hillerich (1979) as he emphasized the fact that students use short 

simple sentences. The students use the short simple sentences in order to avoid writing 

mistakes. In this study it is clear that students hardly write one complete sentence.    

The results in table (4.6) agree with Al-sharah (1988) study as he mentioned that students are 

not able to apply properly writing qualities such as thesis statement, unity, coherence, and 

completeness. 

The finding in this study also agree with Atari (1984) as he found that Arab student tend to 

include an abroad statement before the topic sentence is introduced. Table (4.6) indicates that 

using unified paragraph is one of the lowest skills students possess. Atari (1984) concluded 

that Arab writer is not clearly conveyed to the native English reader for the previous reasons. 

The results in table (4.7) emphasized that skills related to content are weak. This can be 

attributed to the fact that Arabic negatively affects Arab student’s English writing as the two 

languages adopt different organizational styles. As koch (1984) indicates in his study.  

The finding in table (4.8) agree with Mukattash (1977) and Alawneh (1985) as they stated 

that few of the students learning English in Arab school can produce coherent somewhat 

passages. The study findings agree with them as students poorly own the content writing 

skills. Student’s written works is full of relative clause, grammatical, and paragraph 

connection mistakes. 

In his study Alawneh (1985) concluded that teachers devote all the time in class room to 

teach grammar which leads to focus on syntactic structure of sentences and eventually makes 

it difficult for student to express themselves effectively. The findings of this study agree 

totally with him. Table (4.8) indicates that students are weak in reflecting their point of views 

in their written compositions. The researcher attributed this to fact that the number of 

students in classes are huge, students are not able to express themselves due to time shortage 

as well as teachers main interest is to cover the text book. 
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5.2.2 Question (2): 

Are there any significant differences (α = .05) in the means of 9th
 grade students English 

composition skills related to gender, supervising authority, free reading, Or due to interaction 

between the study variables? 

This question is converted into the following null hypotheses: 

5.2.2.1 Hypotheses (1): 

There are no statistical significant differences at (α = .05) in the means of the 9th
 grade 

students’ composition writing skills due to gender variable. 

For the gender main effect, it was found that there were no significant differences in the 

means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to gender variable. The 

researcher believes that the results were due to the following: 

Male and female start learning English in the same age; they also have the same number of 

English classes. Male and female learn the same curricula.  

The findings of no significant differences between male and female students agree with Adra 

(2005) who found no significant differences between male and female Palestinian students in 

composition writing. 

5.2.2.2 Hypotheses (2):  

There are no statistical significant differences at (α = .05) in the means of the 9th
 grade 

students’ composition writing skills due to supervising authority variable. 

The results showed that There were significant differences at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 

9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to supervising authority variable. Table 

(4.10) showed that the public schools mean score was (1.4), the mean score of UN schools 

was (2.02) and the mean score of private schools was (2.67). This means that students of 

private schools were better in composition writing skills. 

 The researcher believes that the reasons can be attributed to the following: 

� Students in the private schools started learning English from the first grade. 

Students have around 100 hours in each semester. 
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� Students in private schools learned different curricula than the one in public 

and UN. 

� Students in private schools have more informal education writing activities 

such as student’s magazine, leaflets and composition stories. 

5.2.2.3 Hypotheses (3):  

There are no statistical significant differences at (α = .05) in the means of the 9th
 grade 

students’ composition writing skills due to free reading. 

The results showed that there were significant differences at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 

9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to free reading variable. The difference was 

in favor of students who read more than 4 books, there was also significant difference at α  

= 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills in favor of students 

who read (1-4) books. The results also showed that the students who read (1 – 4) books or 

more than 4 books were the same, this can be attributed to the fact that students were asked in 

the questionnaire, how many free books they read during the semester and not how many 

pages. 

The researcher believes that free reading has positive effect on students writing. It introduces 

them to new vocabulary. It also improves their ability in writing. 

The results in this study agree with Smelstor (1980) who stated that free reading is one of the 

prewriting activities. Smelstor indicated that this activity reduce planning time. Thus the 

quantity of writing increased.  

5.2.2.4 Hypotheses (4):  

There are no statistical significant differences at (α  = 0.05) in the means of the 9th
 grade 

students’ composition writing skills due to interaction between study variables. 

1. Interaction between gender and supervising authority. 

2. Interaction between gender and free reading. 

3. Interaction between free reading and supervising authority. 
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4. Interaction between gender, supervising authority and free reading. 

The findings of analyzing the interaction between the study variables indicated that there was 

significant effect at α  = 0.05 in the means of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing 

skills due to interaction between gender and supervising authority. 

The results showed that this effect was in favor of male and female in private schools. 

The finding of the study indicated that there was significant effect at α  = 0.05 in the means 

of the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to interaction between gender and 

free reading. 

The results showed that this effect was in favor of male and female who read more than four 

books in the semester. 

The study finding indicated that there wasn’t significant effect at α  = 0.05 in the means of 

the 9th
 grade students’ composition writing skills due to interaction between supervising 

authority and free reading. or due to interaction between gender, supervising authority and 

free reading. 

5.3 Recommendations: 

The results of this chapter motivate the researcher to recommend the following suggestions 

for EFL teachers, curriculum designers, students and researches. 

5.3.1 Researcher Suggestions for teachers: 

The researcher suggests the following for teachers to improve students writing. 

1. Teachers should pay more attention to the student’s weaknesses; to achieve 

this goal the researcher suggests the following activities: 

a. Teachers should determine the necessary composition writing skills 

and improve the weaknesses of student in these skills. 

b. Teachers should merge the student in the evaluation of their 

composition written subjects.  This may help students and direct them toward 

the necessary points in writing. 
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c. Teachers should motivate students for writing and design informal 

education writing activities such as student’s magazine, leaflets and 

composition stories. 

2. Teachers should make advantages from reading activity. They must raise 

student’s awareness toward directive reading and discuss how they can rewrite some 

of what they read. They also have to raise student’s awareness when reading toward 

how the sentences and paragraph are connected, as this is one of the major 

weaknesses in students’ composition writing skills. 

3. Teachers should make sure that student write at class and not at home, around 

2% of the students writing was not related to English at all, appendix (16) indicates 

that the weaknesses of the students led them to write Arabic in English letter. 

5.3.2 Researcher suggestions for Students:  

The researcher suggests the following points to be taken into consideration by students.  

1) The finding of this study showed that extra-curricula is a motivational factor that 

improve students English composition writing. Thus the researcher highly recommended 

free reading to be used by students as it has the following advantages: 

a) It increases the student’s knowledge. 

b) It improves student’s imaginations. 

c) It gives students self confidence as they will be more able to elaborate on 

subjects they have a background about. 

d) It enriches student’s vocabulary. 

2) Student should be independent in writing any paragraph, they must write under the 

supervision of teacher. They will find difficulty at the beginning, but by the end they will 

be able to write alone. 

3) Students complained from the lack of time and chances to write therefore, the 

researcher recommends the following activities at class to be used by students to improve 

their English composition writing skills.  
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a) Take written notes in English classes. 

b) To summarize what they study in their own language. 

c) To improve their spelling by following the spelling rules. 

d) To encourage students to speak English only in the English classes, since oral 

language affect positively written language. 

5.3.3 Researcher suggestions for further researches: 

The researcher suggests the following topics for further researches.  

1. To apply this study on other samples in other governorate and studying other 

independent variables. 

2. Researches investigate the oral composition.  

3. It also be of value to find out factors that improve students English 

composition.  
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Appendix (1): distribution of study society on public schools* 

QRSTا VWرYZTا QWث. ش ذآ\ر. ش ا`aش إ .Vcdefد ط مYj .د ط ذآ\رYj .ث`aإ 

1 Vkl`mnTا VkW`Woا YpZT0 147 0 0 4 ذآ\ر ا 

2 Vی\a`rTري ا\fTر اYtuW0 37 0 0 1 ذآ\ر ا 

3 Vی\a`rTر ا\l`W vk0 121 0 0 3 ذآ\ر ب 

4 Vی\a`rTدة ا\yTت ا`t181 0 0 4 0 ب 

5 a`rTا {dk|eTت ا`tب VWرYمV40 0 0 1 0 \ی 

6 Vی\a`rTر ا\l`W vkت ب`t87 0 0 2 0 ب 

7 Vی\a`rTر ا`}~ vk0 142 0 0 4 ذآ\ر ب 

8 Vی\a`rTا ��cnم ��l 0 34 0 0 1 ذآ\ر 

9 Vی\a`rTا S�fT0 106 0 0 3 ذآ\ر ا 

10 Vی\a`rTا �kT`�a 0 69 0 0 2 ذآ\ر 

11 Vی\a`rT0 36 0 0 1 ذآ\ر ار�`س ا 

12  VyZ|Tذآ\ر ج\رة اVی\a`rT0 33 0 0 1 ا 

13 Vی\a`rTن ا`W\l 0 64 0 0 2 ذآ\ر 

14 Vی\a`rTا �k14 9 1 0 0 وادي ~\آ 

15 VcdefZTا Vی\a`rTاح رب`ح اS20 13 1 0 0 م 

16 VkW`Woی� اYاشSTء ا`�dfT0 57 0 0 2 ذآ\ر ا 

17 VcdefZTا VkW`Woا `ktZT6 11 1 0 0 ا 

18 VcdefZTا VkW`Woا �ktT11 7 1 0 0 واد ا 

19 VcdefZTا VkW`Woل ا`l13 16 1 0 0 واد ر 

20 Vی\a`rTا Sی�T0 33 0 0 1 ذآ\ر ا 

21 Vی\a`rTا VیYkmyT0 75 0 0 2 ذآ\ر ا 

22 Vی\a`rTوی� ا�Tا QT`W YZ0 54 0 0 2 ذآ\ر م� 

23 VcdefZTا Vی\a`rTا Vym}T13 16 1 0 0 ا 

24 VcdefZTا Vی\a`rTاورة ا\|T0 32 0 0 1 ا 

25 VcdefZTا Vی\a`rTة اYش`یSTا VWرY9 11 1 0 0 م 

26 Vی\a`rT0 46 0 0 1 ذآ\ر دار ص�ح ا 

27 VcdefZTا VkW`Woت ا`kmyT35 0 0 1 0 ا 

28 

 VkW`Woب ا`cfTروق ب� ا`�Tا 

VcdefZT0 21 0 0 1 ا 

29 VcdefZTا Vی\a`rTة اSواه�T15 15 1 0 0 ا 

30 VcdefZTا VkW`Woا Qk}a \6 103 1 0 0 أب 

31 Vی\a`rT0 0 0 0 3 ذآ\ر ت�\ع ا 

32 Vی\a`rTت ت�\ع ا`t101 0 0 3 0 ب 
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33 Vی\a`rTر ا`}~ vkت ب`t113 0 0 3 0 ب 

34 Vی\a`rTاورة ا\|Tت ا`t35 0 0 1 0 ب 

35 Vی\a`rTا VyZ|Tت ج\رة ا`t36 0 0 1 0 ب 

36 Vی\a`rTا VیYkmyTت ا`t82 0 0 2 0 ب 

37 Vی\a`rTن ا`W\l ت`t69 0 0 2 0 ب 

38 Vی\a`rTا �kT`�a ت`t73 0 0 2 0 ب 

39 Vی\a`rTا S�fTت ا`t118 0 0 3 0 ب 

40 Vی\a`rTت ا`lS~ ت`t50 0 0 2 0 ب 

41 Vی\a`rTت دار ص�ح ا`t43 0 0 1 0 ب 

42 Vی\a`rTة اSم`yeTت ا`t84 0 0 2 0 ب 

43 Vی\a`rTس اY�Tت رواب} ا`t50 0 0 2 0 ب 

 V 0 2 0 0 60بt`ت اS�Tدوس اa`rT\ی 44

45 VcdefZTا VkW`Woن ا`�k5 7 1 0 0 آ 

46 VcdefZTا VkW`Woا Vk|tZT8 6 1 0 0 ا 

47 Vی\a`rTة ا�Zl ل`m0 48 0 0 1 ذآ\ر أش 

48 VkW`Woت ا`kmyT0 31 0 0 1 ذآ\ر ا 

 1377 1400 11 34 37 اZ}ZT\ع 

 

* The researcher was provided by the information related to schools, students and number of 

classes from Bethlehem Governorate Education directorate. 
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Appendix (2): distribution of study society on UN schools* 

QRSTا VWرYZTا QWا 
. ش

إa`ث. ش ذآ\ر  

. ش

Vcdefد ط مYj .ذآ\ر إa`ث. Yjد ط   

 0 64 0 0 2 ر بvk ج`� اVkW`Woذآ\ 1

2 VkW`Woا Skeت ب`t32 0 0 1 0 ب 

3 VcdefZTا VkW`Woا V}T\T6 18 1 0 0 ا 

4 �Tوoا VkW`Woا V|kهYTت ا`t166 0 0 4 0 ب 

5 VkW`Woة اYی`j ت`t76 0 0 2 0 ب 

6 VkW`Woا V|kهYT0 132 0 0 3 ذآ\ر ا 

 280 214 1 7 5 اZ}ZT\ع 

 

* The researcher was provided by the information related to schools, students and number of 

classes from Bethlehem Governorate Education directorate. 
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Appendix (3): distribution of study society on private schools* 

QRSTا VWرYZTا QWذآ\ر. ش ا إa`ث. ش  مVcdef. ش  ذآ\ر. Yjد ط  إa`ث. Yjد ط   

1 Vkم�Wا�خ`ء ا� VWرY6 0 0 1 0 م 

2 {uیSkdا�آ YpyZT0 12 0 0 1 ا 

3 Vی\a`rTم� اo4 20 1 0 0 ا 

 55 0 0 2 0 راهm`ت م`ر ی\W /ث`a\یV تSاtmdT `ctW`ت 4

5 ¡kT\ث`uTوم اSdT VkآSیScmTا VWرYZT22 18 1 0 0 ا 

6 WاSت Vی\a`ث�ktmdT `ct-Q�T vk0 65 0 0 2 ب 

7 VZduT5 7 1 0 0 دار ا 

 12 19 1 0 0 اVkdk}ao اdT\ثSی¤ 8

9 Vی\a`rTة ا`jST13 17 1 0 0 ا 

10 Vی\a`rTم} ا\R `ekT`� 0 0 2 24 31 

11 VیYی\�Tا ¥T`nTا {jاSTا VWرY23 0 0 1 0 م 

12 SیS�T12 32 1 0 0 ا 

13 Vktkت�Tا VkآSیScmT9 12 1 0 0 ا 

14 Vktkت�Tا VkآSیScmTج`�-ا vk36 22 2 0 0 ب 

15 VkuیSمoس اY�T1 9 1 0 0 ا 

 229 257 12 4 3 اZ}ZT\ع 

 

* The researcher was provided by the information related to schools, students and number of 

classes from Bethlehem Governorate Education directorate. 
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Appendix (4): the three composition titles. 

No. Title 

1  

Computer is useful in our life. 

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Why do you use computer? 

� How can computer help you to achieve more in your school?  

� What is the negative side of using computer?  

� How can you prevent it?  

9  

Smoking is a bad habit  

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Define the negative side of smoking  

� What substitute you can use to prevent people from smoking? 

� How can you ask people to stop smoking? 

10 Learning foreign languages is something interesting. 

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� How do you feel when you speak four languages?  

� What can you achieve if you know more than one language? 

� How can you help your people through your languages? 
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Appendix (5): draft list of English composition writing skills related to form and content. 

 

No. Skills related to form  

1.  Writing title in the center of the paper.  

2.  Writing a relevant title 

3.  Using formatted paper.  

4.  A margin is enough. 

5.  Using a blue pen.  

6.  Having overlap letters. 

7.  Handwriting.  

8.  Using Capital letters. 

9.  Indenting the first line of each paragraph. 

10.   Punctuation marks. 

11.  Avoiding breaking words at the end of lines. 

12.  Formal language.  

13.  Spelling mistakes. 

14.  Sentences. 

15.  Introduction 

16.  Conclusion. 

17.  The whole composition is one large sentence. 

18.  Using unified paragraph. 

19.  Writing the name, date, and course at the top. 
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No. Skills related to content 

1.  Topic Sentence.  

2.  Providing support for the topic. 

3.  Organizing evidences. 

4.  Writing clear error for sentences. 

5.  Transitions and connecting words  

6.  Using pronouns. 

7.   Repetition.  

8.  Synonyms words. 

9.  Writing complete sentences. 

10.  Using correct verb forms.  

11.  Subject verb agreement. 

12.  Using correct adverbs, adjectives, and prepositions.  

13.  Using correct abbreviations. 

14.  Using appropriate words. 

15.  Paragraphs connection. 

16.  Reflecting student's point of view. 

17.  Overuse of and. 

18.   Relative clauses. 

19.  Grammatical mistakes. 

20.  Using parallelism. 
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Appendix (6): The letter that introduced to judged committee to choose three subjects out of 

ten. 

 

QklSTا �ZlSTا¦ ا Qب� 

����� ا���س  

 ����� ا��را �ت ا��� آ

 �� )'& ا�%$#

 

 &� .  ا�(/%$م---------------------------------------:ا+* ا�(�

�)� .ا�(/%$��--------------------------------------:ا+%* ا�(�

Yyوب Vmk� Vkت�: 

{W`Wا� §W`eTا  nTا Vmd� `pudeZی {eTب} ا`euTا SkmyeTرات  ا`pم �dj فSyeTا �Tف اYpت VWراYب Vrl`mTت�\م ا 

 Composition Writing Skills Acquired By 9th
 grade Learners and Criteria Used to 

Evaluate these Skills. 

Vی�kd}aا� V©dTا ªریYت �kT`Wا {~ Skeج�`ZTا Vدرج �dj ل\n�dT �`ZueWا ¡Tوذ. 

 Vث�ث ��aر ا`keاخ Qوم� ث VRYوی� ب`tyTاءة اSR QuتS�l ت ارج\ م�`j\ة م\ضS|j وی�`tj �Z�eت V�~SZTا Va`meWوا�

Tوذ ،{W`Wا� §W`eTا  nTا Vmd� راتYRى و\eت وم�`j\ب\ض§ اش`رة م\ض ¡)� (�W`tZTض\ع ا\ZTم�`ب� ا. 

Quaو`yت ���T اSuوش 

 Vrl`mTا                                                                           

 آ41$ �/(1د ز#1ن 

 �����6ت او�# 

*)��$    #;��1ری1س   د#�1م:  ا�(9ه7 ا��%'� دآ%1را>    ��

 

 

 ---------------------------------------------�;�ن ا��(7 
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No. Title Suit Not 

1  

Computer is useful in our life. 

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Why do you use computer? 

� How can computer help you to achieve more in your 

school?  

� What is the negative side of using computer?  

How can you prevent it?  

  

2  

What profession you seek in the future? 

 Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Describe your best profession.  

� How can you help people through it?  

Why you like to work in it? 

  

3  

The library is a rich resource for information  

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Define your school library  

� Describe your school library parts.  

What are your responsibilities towards your library?  

  

4  

Friendship is gold  

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Define the concept of friendship  

� How do you choose your friend? 

What are your responsibilities towards your friend?  

  

5  

Love is essential in our lives  

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Why do people need love?  

� How can love be useful? 

� How can you help others through love? 
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6  

Watching violent films and playing with violent games like guns, 

affects children's life.   

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Define violent films and games. 

� Express your attitude toward this phenomenon.  

What suggestion you have to decrease this issue?  

  

7  

Planting trees makes our county beautiful  

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Express your feeling when you see green land.  

� What benefit we gain from trees?  

What kind of trees you like more? 

  

8  

Modern style attracts young attention  

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Do you agree that youth must wear jeans and imitate 

other culture?  

� Is the Palestinian traditional cloth nice and modern?  

� How can we improve it to be attractive?  

� Do you suggest any idea to prevent imitating the west 

culture? 

  

9  

Smoking is a bad habit  

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� Define the negative side of smoking  

� What substitute you can use to prevent people from 

smoking? 

� How can you ask people to stop smoking? 

  

10 Learning foreign languages is something interesting. 

Write 20 line in the following aspects: 

� How do you feel when you speak four languages?  

� What can you achieve if you know more than one 

language? 

� How can you help your people through your languages? 
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Appendix (7): The letter that introduced to judged committee to investigate the correction 

tools  list 

QklSTا �ZlSTا¦ ا Qب� 

����� ا���س  

 ����� ا��را �ت ا��� آ

 �� )'& ا�%$#

 . ة/ ا�(/%$م----------------------------------:ة /ة ا�(/;&/ا< %�ذ

Yyوب Vmk� Vkت�: 

{W`Wا� §W`eTا  nTا Vmd� `pudeZی {eTب} ا`euTا SkmyeTرات  ا`pم �dj فSyeTا �Tف اYpت VWراYب Vrl`mTت�\م ا 

 Composition Writing Skills Acquired By 9th
 grade Learners and Criteria Used to 

Evaluate these Skills. 

Vی�kd}aا� V©dTا ªریYت �kT`Wا {~ Skeج�`ZTا Vدرج �dj ل\n�dT �`ZueWا ¡Tوذ. 

Z�ZTوا �u|T`ب ®dyeت {eTب} ا`euTا SkmyeTرات ا`pZT VZ¯`R �Z�eت V�~SZTا Va`meWاءة وا�SR QuتS�l ج� م�Sا ی�T ،ن\

 ،SkmyeTت ا`j\م\ض ¥k�nت {~ ¤kdj YZeyس ی`kن م�\ueT ،¥dnوم` � ی `ptم ¥dnی `ZT ا�ش`رة Qوم� ث VRYب `pاتS�~

Quت`°lاء م�Yم ب`بSueTا Qutج� مSی ¡Tوآ�. 

 

Quaو`yت ���T اSuوش 

                                                               Vrl`mTا             

 آ41$ �/(1د ز#1ن 

 �����6ت او�# 

*)��$    #;��1ری1س   د#�1م:  ا�(9ه7 ا��%'� دآ%1را>    ��

 

 

 ---------------------------------------------�;�ن ا��(7 
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No. Skills related to form  Very good Satisfactory Weak Notes 

1. Writing title in the center of the paper.      

2. Writing a relevant title     

3. Using formatted paper.      

4. A margin is enough.     

5. Using a blue pen.      

6. Having overlap letters.     

7. Handwriting.      

8. Using Capital letters.     

9. Indenting the first line of each paragraph.     

10.  Punctuation marks.     

11. Avoiding breaking words at the end of lines.     

12. Formal language.      

13. Spelling mistakes.     

14. Sentences.     

15. Introduction     

16. Conclusion.     

17. The whole composition is one large sentence.     

18. Using unified paragraph.     

19. Writing the name, date, and course at the top.     

 

No. Skills related to content Very good Satisfactory Weak Notes 

1.  Topic Sentence.      

2.  Providing support for the topic.     

3.  Organizing evidences.     

4.  Writing clear error for sentences.     

5.  Transitions and connecting words      

6.  Using pronouns.     

7.   Repetition.      

8.  Synonyms words.     

9.  Writing complete sentences.     
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10. Using correct verb forms.      

11. Subject verb agreement.     

12. Using correct adverbs, adjectives, and 

prepositions.  

    

13. Using correct abbreviations.     

14. Using appropriate words.     

15. Paragraphs connection.     

16. Reflecting student's point of view.     

17. Overuse of and.     

18.  Relative clauses.     

19. Grammatical mistakes.     

20. Using parallelism.     
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Appendix (8): Final list of English composition writing skills related to form and content 

after it was judge. 

No. Skills related to form  Very good Satisfactory  Weak  

1.  Writing title in the center of the paper.     

2.  Using formatted paper.     

3.  A margin is enough.    

4.  Handwriting.    

5.  Capital letters.     

6.  Indenting the first line of each paragraph.     

7.   Punctuation marks.    

8.  Avoiding breaking words at the end of lines.     

9.  Formal language.     

10.  Spelling mistakes.     

11.  Sentences.    

12.  Introduction    

13.  Conclusion.    

14.  The whole composition is one large sentence.    

15.  Using unified paragraph.    
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No. Skills related to content Very Good Satisfactory  Weak  

1.  Topic Sentence.     

2.  Providing support for the topic.    

3.  Organizing evidences.    

4.  Transitions and connecting words     

5.  Writing complete sentence    

6.  Using correct verb forms     

7.  Subject verb agreement     

8.  Using correct adverbs, adjectives, and 

prepositions.  

   

9.  Using appropriate words     

10. Paragraphs connection     

11. Grammatical mistakes.    

12. Overuse of and.    

13. Reflecting student's point of view    

14. Relative clause.    
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Appendix (9): The letter that introduced to director of Bethlehem governorate education 

directorate. 
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Appendix (10): The letter from Bethlehem governorate education directorate to director of 

Beit Fajar male school. 
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Appendix (11): The letter from Bethlehem governorate education directorate to director of 

Beit Fajar female school. 
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Appendix (12): The letter from Bethlehem governorate education directorate to director of 

Talytha Kumi School. 
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Appendix (13): the sample of exam test that introduced to students. 

&� #'& اW ا�$ح(V ا�$ح

����� ا���س 

��� X(�دة ا��را �ت ا��

Yا�%�ری Z� )'& ا�%$#�� وأ ��

�\� ا�a` ا�%� _ ا^ � * �([�رات ا�%�\�$ ا�;%�#* b كd%ى ا��� f�X ف$�%�� *a�hiا+%\�ر ت 

 &/� k�# �lm�/� ارس�� *m 

Z��nي ا�pیpX: 

 :uت��، �_ �$ا�Xة اm;�ر ا�(1q1ع ا�(rآ1رة �V ا�(�X1q1ت اواح� آ�(� m* 120  اآ%m Z* ح�ود 

1. Computer is useful in our life. 

You want your family to buy you a computer. Write 120 words telling them: 

� Why do you use computer? 

� How can computer help you to achieve more in your school?  

� What is the negative side of using computer?  

� How can you prevent these negative sides? 

2. Smoking is a bad habit  

Write 120 words for smokers convincing them to stop smoking. Through your composition try to explain 
the following aspects: 

� Define the negative side of smoking  

� What substitute you can use to prevent people from smoking  

3. Learning foreign languages is something interesting 

Write 120 words to the ministry of education convincing them to add another language in your school. Through 
your writing explain the following aspects:  

� Why you want to learn another language? 

� What can you achieve if you know more than one language? 

� How can you help your people through learning more than one language? 

�(�ت� :ا<+%\�ر ت�

 .دV�kR ) 40(مYة ا�خme`ر / 2.                        ~�± واYl اآ�e ~} م\ض\ع/ 1

 .اSlص �dj ت\k³  مp`رات اSkmyeT اeuT`ب} أثt`ء اeuT`بV/ 4. اYfeWم QdR اSm�T ~} اeuT`بV وQdR ªkT اSTص`ص/ 3

 :#��Z��n +�ص� #���6ت   

1- �T`cTا QWا  ) ¤ZWا Sب�آ �´Sی �ZT.................................................:( 

2-ªt}Tأ:  ا (               Sبذآ                       (�raأ 

3-VWرYZTا �dj V~S|ZTا Vcd�Tب) أ:  ا          Vم\ul (ج                              VT`وآ (Vخ`ص 

5-Vkخ`رج ً̀meآ §T`ب) أ:  أ�                    §T`أ� � (§T`4-1أ�     {WراYTا �n�Tخ�ل ا �eآ  

 . م� أربVy آ�e خ�ل ا�n�T اYTراW}أ�`T§ أآSr)                         ج

 *�� .�dح�h% �lم xy�%6 هrا ا<+%\�ر <~$اض ا�\/| ا���(* �m} و��xy�%z# �(dX �]� Y ا�Z��n ا�(�ر 

 آ41$ ز#1ن: وش;$ًا �/'V ت��و6;&                   ا�\�ح��
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Appendix (14): Means, standard deviation of English composition writing skills related to 

form. 

 

No Skills Means SD  Degree 

1. Using formatted paper.  2.29 0.85 Satisfactory 

2. 

Avoiding breaking words at the end of 

lines.  2.23 0.94 Satisfactory 

3. Handwriting. 2.21 0.733 Satisfactory 

4. A margin is enough. 1.9 0.96 Satisfactory 

5. Writing title in the center of the paper.  1.81 0.86 Satisfactory 

6. Sentences. 1.69 0.8 Weak 

7. Introduction 1.61 0.79 Weak 

8. 

The whole composition is one large 

sentence. 1.54 0.74 Weak 

9. Capital letters.  1.52 0.78 Weak 

10. Formal language.  1.52 0.76 Weak 

11. Spelling mistakes.  1.51 0.8 Weak 

12. Conclusion. 1.5 0.71 Weak 

13.  Punctuation marks. 1.41 0.73 Weak 

14. Using unified paragraph. 1.36 0.63 Weak 

15. 

Indenting the first line of each 

paragraph.  1.25 0.64 Weak 
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 Appendix (15): Means, standard deviation of English composition writing skills related to 

content. 

 

No Skills Means SD  Degree 

1 Topic Sentence.  1.85 0.71 satisfactory 

2 Writing complete sentences 1.61 0.77 Weak 

3 Using appropriate words  1.59 0.74 Weak 

4 Using correct verb forms  1.58 0.73 Weak 

5 Providing support for the topic. 1.57 0.77 weak 

6 Overuse of and. 1.52 0.88 weak 

7 Organizing evidences. 1.51 0.73 weak 

8 Subject verb agreement  1.5 0.7 weak 

9 Transitions and connecting words  1.47 0.69 weak 

10 

Using correct adverbs, adjectives, and 

prepositions.  1.47 0.71 weak 

11 Paragraphs connection  1.38 0.62 weak 

12 Grammatical mistakes. 1.38 0.77 weak 

13 Reflecting student's point of view 1.36 0.7 weak 

14 Relative clause. 1.35 0.73 weak 
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 Appendix (16): Sample of the students written subjects. 
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Arabic Abstract 

����h ا�$ ��� #����� ا��$#� 

 Q�T vkب V°~`ارس م�Yم {~ ،{W`Wا� §W`eTا  nTا Vmd� ىYT {ب`euTا SkmyeTرات ا`pم �Tف اSyeTا VWراYTه�· ا v~Yه

)Vم\ulوو VT`آ Vوخ`ص .(�kkا�ت �kTا¸�Tا �j Vا�ج`ب VWراYTا vTو`l YRو. 

 اeuT`ب} YTى �Vmd اnT  اW`eT§ ا�W`W}، ~} مYارس م�`~°V بQ�T vkاSkmyeT  م` ه} مp`رات .1

)Vوخ`ص ، VT`وآ ،Vم\ul(؟ 

2.  VT�YTى ا\eم� Ytj Vk¯`nlا VTوق ذات د�S~ Yه� ت\ج)α=  0.05 (  nTا Vmd� ت`cW\eم �kب

tT\ع ا�جj`Ze}، واVcd�T اV~S|ZT اW`eT§ ا�W`W}، ~} درجV مp`رات اSkmyeT اeuT`ب} ت�yى �uT م� مSk©e ا

VWراYTات اSk©eم �kب �j`�edT او ،Vkرج`fTا VyT`cZTوا ،VWرYZTا �dj. 

 {WراYTم ا`yTا {~ VWراYdT �kZ°etZTا {W`Wا� §W`eTا  nTا Vmd� §kZم� ج ،VWراYTا §Ze}ن م\uم، ~} 2004/2005ت

 Q�T vkب V°~`ارس م�Yم)Vم\ulو Vوخ`ص VT`ر ).وآYTا Vtkj `أم ،Vk¯ا\|yTا Vk�mcTا Vدی\�tyTا Vی�ScT`ت بSkeاخ Y�~ VWا

Vم\u�Tا `pkdj فS|ت {eTارس اYZTم� ا ،eTوا`Vت خ`ص`pج `pkdj فS|ت {eTوا ،VkTوYTث ا\©Tا VT`آ\T Vyاد . بS~د أYj ºdوب

 VtkyT188(ا ( Qptم ،VmT`و� �T`�)94 ( و �T`�)94 (VmT`�. 

euTا SkmyeTرات ا`pم �dj فSyeTت وم� أج� ا`j\م\ض Vوی� ث�ث`tj ت\elا VZ¯`R تYjُأ ،{W`Wا� §W`eTا  nTى اYT {ب`

 {~ Vب`euTب ا�cTم� ا �d� Qوم� ث ،`pZku�eT Vt}T �dj vضSj Qب}، ث`euTا SkmyeTى~} اYlاVث�rTت ا`j\ض\ZTا  .

 VZ¯`R v�eه` اشYyوبj`~ ،ن\Z�ZTوا �u|T`ب �k�dyeZTا ¤kT`}Zب} ب`euTا SkmyeTرات ا`pم �Z|ت ¥k�nرًا ~} ت`kyت مYZe

Vrl`mTت اYب}، وت¼آ`euTا SkmyeTت ا`j\م\ض `pت`mق ا�داة وثYم� ص.  VWراYTا Vtkj �dj ر`meا�خ ®m�ُ {a`rTا �n�Tا {~– 

 .م2004/2005 م� اyT`م اYTرW} -~} شSp أی`ر

VmW`tZTا Vk¯`nlت ا��kd�eTا vمYfeWا ،`pت`kضS~ ر`meواخ VWراYTا Vd¾Wا �j Vج`ب�Tت  و`cW\eZTا vm�l Y�~ ،

، واYfeWم ت��kd اmeT`ی� ا�l`دي، ومy`دVT آSوma`خ ا�T`، ومy`م� ارتm`ط )ت(ا��T`بVk، وا�S�aا~`ت اkyZZT`ریV، واخme`ر 

 . بWSk\ن، edT¼آY م� اmrT`ت

VWراYTا À¯`ea Qأه: 

1. V�kyم ض`j �u|ه} ب {W`Wا� §W`eTا  nTا Vmd� ىYT {ب`euTاSkmyeTرات ا`pم. 

ب�k مcW\e`ت اα=  0.05 ( {~ VmdcT(جS~ Yوق ذات د�VT اYtj Vk¯`nl م�e\ى اVT�YT � ت\ .2

{j`Zeع ا�ج\tdT ى�yب} ت`euTا SkmyeTرات ا`pم. 

3.  VT�YTى ا\eم� Ytj Vk¯`nlا VTوق ذات د�S~ وج\د)α=  0.05 (VmdcTت ا`cW\eم �kب {~ 

yeTرات ا`pمVkرج`fTا VyT`cZTا Sk©eZT ى�yب}، ت`euTا Skm . 
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4.  VT�YTى ا\eم� Ytj Vk¯`nlا VTوق ذات د�S~ وج\د)α=  0.05 ( {~ VmdcTت ا`cW\eم �kب

V~S|ZTا Vcd�Tع ا\tT ى�yب}، ت`euTا SkmyeTرات ا`pم . 

5.  VT�YTى ا\eم� Ytj Vk¯`nlا VTوق ذات د�S~ وج\د)α=  0.05 ( {~ VmdcTت ا`cW\eم �kب

 V~S|ZTا Vcd�Tوا {j`Zeع ا�ج\tTا Sk©eم �kب �j`�edT ى�yب}، ت`euTا SkmyeTرات ا`pمT آ\ر م��Tا ¥T`n

Vص`fTارس اYZTث م� ا`aا� Qpkdی Vص`fTارس اYZTاVT`آ\Tارس اYآ\ر ~} م�Tا Qوم� ث  . 

6. Tى ا\eم� Ytj Vk¯`nlا VTوق ذات د�S~ وج\د VT�Y)α=  0.05 ( {~ VmdcTت ا`cW\eم �kب

مp`رات اSkmyeT اeuT`ب}، ت�yى �j`�edT ب�k مSk©e اtT\ع ا�جj`Ze} واVyT`cZT اfT`رجT`nT Vk¥ ا�Tآ\ر وا�a`ث 

 .  آ�e خ`رجVk ~} ا�n�T) 4(ا�Tی� یyT`c\ن أآSr م� 

ب�k مcW\e`ت اVT�Y)α=  0.05 ( {~ VmdcT \جS~ Yوق ذات د�VT اYtj Vk¯`nl م�e\ى اTت�  .7

Sk©eم �kب �j`�edT ى�yب}، ت`euTا SkmyeTرات ا`pم Tوا V~S|ZTا Vcd�TاZVkرج`fTا VyT`c. 

ب�k مcW\e`ت اα=  0.05 ( {~ VmdcT(\جS~ Yوق ذات د�VT اYtj Vk¯`nl م�e\ى اVT�YT ت�  .8

Tرات ا`pم{j`Zeع ا�ج\tTا Sk©eم �kب �j`�edT ى�yب}، ت`euTا Skmye وTوا V~S|ZTا Vcd�TاZVkرج`fTا VyT`c. 

   `ptت م`kةت\صYyب VWراYT vجSخ À¯`etTو~} ض\ء ه�· ا: 

1. {W`Wا� §W`eTا  ndT {ب`euTا SkmyedT �kTء د`|aا �dj �ZyTا. 

2.  nTب} ~} ا`euTا SkmyedT ً̀kj\mWا V�dم� ج Srأآ �knfت. 

 .k§ اeudT VmdcT`بV اVk�~`teT م� خ�ل اtT|`�`ت اVk~`�rTت|{ .3

4.  `ZحوتآSe�{ب`euTا SkmyeTض\ع ا\Zب ®dyeت {eTت ا`WراYTا Áyاء بSإج Vrl`mTا . 
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